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SUMMARY
Visual attention is one of the most important aspects of human social behavior, visual
navigation, and interaction with the world, revealing information about their social, cog-
nitive, and affective states. Although monitor-based and wearable eye trackers are widely
available, they are not sufficient to support the large-scale collection of naturalistic gaze
data in face-to-face social interactions or during interactions with 3D environments. Wear-
able eye trackers are burdensome to participants and bring issues of calibration, compli-
ance, cost, and battery life. The ability to automatically measure attention from ordinary
videos would deliver scalable, dense, and objective measurements to use in practice.
This thesis investigates several computational methods to measure visual attention from
videos using computer vision and its use for quantifying visual social cues such as eye
contact and joint attention. Specifically, three methods are investigated. First, I present
methods for detection of looks to camera in first-person view and its use for eye contact
detection. Experimental results show that the presented method can achieve the first human
expert-level detection of eye contact. Second, I develop a method for tracking heads in a
3d space for measuring attentional shifts. Lastly, I propose spatiotemporal deep neural
networks for detecting time-varying attention targets in video and present its application
for the detection of shared attention and joint attention. The method achieves state-of-the-
art results on different benchmark datasets on attention measurement as well as the first
empirical result on clinically-relevant gaze shift classification.
Presented approaches have the benefit of linking gaze estimation to the broader tasks of
action recognition and dynamic visual scene understanding, and bears potential as a useful
tool for understanding attention in various contexts such as human social interactions, skill




Visual attention is a critically-important aspect of human social behavior, visual navigation,
and interaction with the 3D environment, and where and what people are paying attention
to reveals a lot of information about their social, cognitive, and affective states. While
monitor-based and wearable eye trackers are widely-available, they are not sufficient to
support the large-scale collection of naturalistic gaze data in contexts such as face-to-face
social interactions or object manipulation in 3D environments. Wearable eye trackers are
burdensome to participants and bring issues of calibration, compliance, cost, and battery
life.
Besides the benefit of scalability, using automated measure of visual attention is also
valuable for its ability to provide dense and objective assessment on one’s gaze behav-
ior. Unlike manual coding or qualitative questionnaire, automated methods can produce
fine-grained signals from video at much lower cost, which are more suitable for capturing
time-sensitive information. It is also less susceptible to personal biases provided that the
bias present in the training data can be overcome by including labels from diverse set of
annotators.
As a result, it can have significant practical impact on various applications across differ-
ent domains. For example, applications in clinical and social psychology include analysis
of people’s use of gaze during multi-person interaction when they signal each other or es-
tablish rapport. It can also be particularly useful in identifying social behaviors among
individuals with developmental disorders such as autism by measuring their social gaze for
the purpose of screening, diagnosis and treatment of the disorder. Other applications could
be skill assessment in lab experiment, surgery, or job interviews as what people look at is
closely related to how well they perform in completing the goal task. In addition, it can
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benefit the development of social intelligence for robots, enabling them to interact naturally
with people using nonverbal social signals.
There exist a spectrum of technologies designed to measure visual attention. Monitor-
based eye tracker is one of the most widely and commercially available options and is
convenient to use for controlled lab experiments as the experimenter can fully control what
is displayed to the viewer. Wearable eye tracker may be used to allow for free movement
and interaction with real world in certain settings. However, if we could avoid any type
of such devices and measure gaze behavior using ordinary recorders such as camcorder or
mobile phone, that would be the most scalable, ecologically valid and therefore best suited
option for large-scale deployment in the study and analysis of natural human behavior. The
biggest challenge in this scenario is the drop in precision caused by the lack of dedicated
imager for the eye balls. This thesis aims to bridge this gap by developing specialized
computer vision methods and datasets for non-invasive attention estimation.
1.1 Objective
In this thesis, I investigate different computational methods for measuring real-world hu-
man visual attention in video to support large-scale behavioral analysis and demonstrate its
use for quantifying meaningful social behaviors such as eye contact and joint attention.
First, I start with a simple setting in which a point-of-view camera worn by a social
partner is used to detect bids for eye contact made by the subject. In this setting, detec-
tor is making a binary classification of the person’s looks to the camera and offered an
advantage of better handling occlusion and ambiguity during dynamic face-to-face inter-
actions. Then, I include an additional viewpoint which is a tripod-mounted camcorder to
capture the holistic view of the scene and develop a method for tracking 3D head pose by
fusing measurements from the two disparate views. With this approach, I extend beyond
eye contact and enable the detection of attentional shifts from a known 3D object to social
partner’s face under the assumption that the head motion follows the direction of focus of
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attention. Lastly, I consider the most general case of attention measurement where we make
no assumptions regarding the target object and support any types of viewpoint. Presented
method has the goal of predicting the location of visually attended region in every video
frame, given a track of an individual’s head, including the cases where such target is out of
frame, in which case the model should correctly infer its absence.
It should be noted that it is inevitable for the non-invasive methods to have a lower
accuracy as compared to that of wearable eye trackers due to the ambiguities caused by low
resolution and occlusions. With these challenges in mind, I aim to achieve the performance
equivalent or close to human-level reliability because the automated methods would then
be ultimately good enough to use in place of manual coding.
1.2 Thesis Statement
Visual attention during face-to-face interactions is non-invasively measurable from videos
to support large-scale data analysis.
1.3 Overview
My research is organized into three main topics: Detection of Eye Contact in Egocentric
View (Chapter 2), Head Pose-Based Attention Shift Measurement (Chapter 3), Generalized
Attention Target Detection (Chapter 4). I present an overview of each topic in this section.
1.3.1 Detection of Eye Contact in Egocentric View
This chapter presents novel approaches to eye contact detection in face-to-face social in-
teractions in which the social partner wears a point-of-view camera to capture eye contact
bids. By analyzing facial regions and modeling the appearance change upon head motion,
the method can accurately identify the onset of the subject’s looks to their social partner’s
eyes. I introduce deep learning method that can detect looks to the eyes while implic-
itly learning the condition of eye contact under various angles. I present an automated
3
system for eye contact detection that solves the sub-problems of pose estimation and end-
to-end feature learning using deep convolutional neural networks. The trained model is
extensively evaluated using real-world datasets in clinical assessment setting and yields
performance equivalent to expert human raters.
1.3.2 Head Pose-Based Attention Shift Detection
This chapter describes an approach of continuously capturing and tracking 3D head pose
in a tabletop social interaction between two people. The approach utilizes a fixed room
camera in conjunction with a dynamic camera worn on social partner which are arranged
to simultaneously record the subject’s face along with a known 3D object. The proposed
system performs head tracking and pose estimation under a simplified multiple-hypothesis
tracking framework and provides 3D states of each entity in a unified coordinate system
every time step. Then, I present how an attention shift behavior can be inferred from the
obtained measurements.
1.3.3 Generalized Attention Target Detection
This chapter addresses the problem of detecting attention targets in video by proposing a
novel spatiotemporal deep learning architecture that models the dynamic interaction be-
tween the scene and head features. The method takes a third-person video and identifies
where each person present in each frame is looking, and correctly handle the out-of-frame
case. A novel dataset containing video sequences of annotated dynamic gaze tracks of
people in diverse situations is created to make the model learn the temporal change of
attention. Furthermore, I demonstrate the value of this approach by using the predicted
attention map from the model for social gaze recognition tasks. Experiments show that the
method achieves state-of-the-art results on multiple benchmark datasets and a novel social
gaze recognition task.
My dissertation makes the following contributions:
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• I presented a method for detecting eye contact from wearable camera worn by a social
partner and demonstrated that the method can achieve accuracy equivalent to that of
trained human coders
• I presented a method for tracking heads in a 3D space during dynamic social inter-
actions between two people, and showed that it can be used for detecting attentional
shifts
• I presented a method for detecting attention targets in a 3rd-person video and demon-
strated its utility for different social gaze behavior recognition tasks
• I contributed to the creation of a novel dataset that consists of complex and dynamic
patterns of real-world gaze behavior
• I contributed to the collection and analysis of a large-scale dataset of naturalistic




DETECTION OF EYE CONTACT IN EGOCENTRIC VIEW
2.1 Introduction
Gaze behavior is a key foundation of face-to-face social interaction. Eye contact, the act of
looking another person in the eyes, is one of the earliest social skills to emerge in develop-
ment [15, 16], and studies have shown that infants are tuned to looking at faces from birth
[17, 18]. Eye contact serves multiple important functions in social communication, includ-
ing the establishment and recognition of relationships between partners and the expression
of interest and attentiveness [19, 20]. Moreover, it is a core component of joint attention,
in coordination with other gestures [21]. Atypical use of eye contact and abnormal gaze
patterns are often part of a list of red flags for numerous medical and/or psychiatric condi-
tions, including Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) [22], Fragile X syndrome [23], ADHD
[24], Williams Syndrome [25], social anxiety/behavioral inhibition [26], and oppositional
defiant disorder [27]. In particular, decreased eye contact is one of the formal diagnostic
criteria for ASD [28, 13], and is also highlighted during early screening and treatment.
As a result of the critical importance of gaze, a variety of technologies have been de-
veloped to automate the measurement of gaze behavior, of which eye tracking is the best
known example. Conventional monitor-based eye tracking is unsuitable for measuring the
contingent real-world aspects of social gaze during face-to-face interactions. While wear-
able eye trackers can be utilized to measure gaze behavior in adults [29, 30, 31] and infants
[32, 33], they are both expensive and burdensome to the subject. The need to wear and cal-
ibrate eye tracking hardware can be a tremendous challenge to subjects with compliance,
distraction or fatigue issues, and this can affect both the yield and quality of the data. In-
fants, young children, and individuals with health problems are examples of subject groups
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the approach. Wearable glasses with a small outward-facing
camera embedded in the bridge are used to record the face of the camera wearer’s social
partner. By virtue of its placement, gaze during eye contact is directed towards the camera,
and is captured in video, enabling automated detection. Due to its ease of use, the approach
can be widely deployed in a variety of settings, as illustrated in the figure, for which eye
tracking may be infeasible due to cost, burden, compliance, or distraction issues.
that are likely to have such difficulties. Moreover, since the eye tracker only provides the
point of gaze in a captured video recording, manual annotation must be performed in order
to identify the gaze targets, limiting the scalability of the approach.
We have pioneered a novel, scalable, low-burden approach to automatically detecting
moments of eye contact between individuals during face-to-face interactions [34, 35], illus-
trated in Fig. 4.4. The examiner wears a low-cost pair of glasses with a point-of-view (PoV)
camera embedded in the bridge, which serves as a video recorder. By virtue of its place-
ment, the subject will be looking directly towards the camera any time they are making eye
contact with the examiner, facilitating automatic detection using computer vision methods.
In our approach, the subject is completely unencumbered and the examiner burden is low
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since the glasses are light-weight and unobtrusive.
While human raters can achieve levels of agreement above 90 percent when gaze coding
PoV videos [36, 37], the accuracy achieved in prior works [34, 35, 38, 39] is well below this
level of performance, making automatic coding unusable by researchers and practitioners
as a measurement tool. This paper addresses this challenge by exploring three directions.
First, we hypothesize that modern deep learning architectures can effectively exploit a large
dataset of 4.7M human-annnotated eye contact events in PoV video. However, while our
dataset is large by any standard, it contains only around 100 unique subjects. In contrast,
datasets for face detection, recognition, and other tasks, which have been shown to yield
high performance when using deep models [40, 41, 42], contain orders of magnitude more
variability. We hypothesize that we can close this gap by using task transfer learning from
additional datasets that model the relationship between head pose and eye gaze direction,
which is central to our task. Third, we hypothesize that the frequency and duration of
moments of eye contact identified by our automated method will correlate with measures
of social impairment among subjects with ASD. Establishing this hypothesis validates the
feasibility of fully-automated eye contact coding using our approach.
2.2 Related Work
There are three categories of relevant prior work. First, we compare to the small number of
previous works that addressed eye contact detection. Second, we describe recent works on
large scale eye tracking that also make use of deep models for appearance analysis of eye
regions. Third, we briefly review the use of classical eye tracking methods in autism.
Eye Contact Detection: A few studies previously addressed the direct estimation
eye contact from video and constitute the closest related work [38, 43, 44, 45]. The most
relevant are our previous papers [43] which introduced the POV camera paradigm for eye
contact detection and the work of [38] that introduced a novel detection approach based on
deep learning which dramatically improves the detection performance of [43]. It also pre-
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sented the first experimental results for children with ASD, demonstrating that diagnostic
status does not have a significant impact on detection performance. However, this work did
not present its competence against human coders.
Shell et al. [44] developed an approach to eye contact detection based upon classical
gaze tracking methods, using IR diodes on a pair of glasses to create glints on the eyes
of the social partner. The reliance on special IR illumination greatly limits the usefulness
of the method for naturalistic interaction. In their work on gaze locking [45], Smith et
al. addressed a different application of eye contact, namely the use of gaze to an embed-
ded camera as a user-interface technology in an internet-of-things context. Their approach
predated the wide-spread use of deep models and their dataset consisted of subjects in a
chin-rest, with the consequence that they could not present results for naturalistic interac-
tions.
Appearance-Based Gaze Estimation and Existing Datasets: Traditional approaches
to gaze estimation utilize active IR illumination to both create glints on the surface of the
eye and reliably segment the pupil opening using a variety of dark and light pupil meth-
ods [46]. Recently, a number of investigators have explored alternative approaches to gaze
estimation using appearance-based methods that analyze the eye region in conventional
RGB images and avoid the use of structured illumination [47, 48, 49, 50]. We share with
these methods the observation that the analysis of the eye region pattern in combination
with head pose is a viable alternative to conventional gaze tracking technology. The major
difference is that these prior works address the traditional eye tracking goal of determining
the user’s point of gaze on a display surface, as motivated by the widespread availability
of user-facing cameras in tablets and laptop screens. These methods cannot be applied
directly in our context of naturalistic face-to-face social interactions.
There are several publicly-available gaze datasets available to the research community.
However, as these datasets were collected from interactions with screens, they are not suit-
able for building a model that describes face-to-face social gaze behaviors. Example images
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(a) GazeCapture [48] (b) Columbia Gaze [45] (c) MPIIGaze [50]
Figure 2.2: Examples of publicly available gaze datasets. As these datasets were col-
lected from interactions with screens, they are not suitable for building a model that de-
scribes face-to-face social gaze behaviors.
Figure 2.3: Sample child faces in our dataset. Green box indicates ground truth eye
contact, red indicates no eye contact. Notice the diversity and richness in the children’s
facial expressions and head pose during natural social interactions.
for the major public datasets are illustrated in Fig 2.2. As these images demonstrate, the
facial expressions and poses obtained from adult subjects interacting with screens are much
less diverse than the variations in children’s appearance and pose that we encounter in our
setting (see Fig 2.3 for examples).
Gaze Behavior and Autism: A significant amount of prior work has used eye tracking
to investigate differences in patterns of looking in individuals with autism, such as reduced
looks to social stimuli [51]. For example, toddlers with ASD spend more time looking
at geometric shapes than human biological motion [52], children with ASD devote less
attention to faces while watching videos of social interactions [53], and both adults [54]
and children [55] with ASD show preferential fixations to the mouth than to the eyes when
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viewing social scenes. However, all of these studies have been conducted in a highly-
controlled environment in which the subjects were passively viewing a monitor screen for a
short period of time. At present, we still lack a comprehensive understanding of similarities
and differences in gaze behavior associated with autism [56]. Our work on eye contact can
potentially complement this existing literature by providing insight into patterns of looking
within a naturalistic social context.
Head-mounted eye tracking systems provide an alternative to monitor-based studies
of gaze behavior and have been used in a limited number of studies involving children
with ASD [57, 58]. Findings from this work exhibit concordance with monitor-based gaze
studies, but have also identified novel gaze patterns [57], suggesting that more research is
needed to understand gaze behavior in ecologically valid settings. A basic problem with
using any form of eye tracking to analyze face-to-face gaze is the need to identify the gaze
target given the estimated gaze direction. In other words, wearable eye tracking gives the
location of the point of regard in a POV image, but does not directly answer the question of
what gaze target is present at that location. This difficulty substantially increases the com-
plexity of a fully-automated behavior measurement system based on wearable eye tracking.
These issues, along with the challenges of compliance in requiring children to wear special
hardware [59], have limited the broad-scale applicability of this approach.
We note that a final, classical approach to obtaining social gaze measurements, includ-
ing measurements of eye contact, is to manually annotate videos recorded in the lab setting
or even home videos [60]. While this method is completely non-invasive and naturalistic, it
is extremely time consuming and is subject to human error. Our previous work has shown
that video from POV cameras is an effective medium for human annotation of children’s
social gaze [36]. We utilize such annotations to construct the training and testing sets for
our experiments.
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Figure 2.4: Deep neural network layout. Given a frame extracted from point-of-view
camera, subject’s face is automatically detected and cropped as an input to the deep neural
networks. ResNet 50 network architecture is used to compute the features from facial
image via a series of convolutions. At the end of the network, features are combined
through average pooling and fully connected layer, and the softmax operation produces the




The dataset used in this study was collected at two institutions between 2015 and 2018;
Neurotypical subjects were recruited at the Georgia Tech Child Study Lab in Atlanta, GA
(GT), and subjects with ASD were recruited through the Center for Autism and the Devel-
oping Brain in White Plains, NY (CADB). All caregivers provided written consent and the
Georgia Institute of Technology and Weill Cornell Medicine IRB approved the study.
Data collection setup
Each subject completed a set of naturalistic, semi-structured play interactions with a trained
examiner. The play interactions, described in more detail below, are designed to elicit
nonverbal communication behaviors that are present in typical development, but are often
less prevalent in children with autism. Interactions took place at a table with the subject
sitting across from the examiner, either on their parent’s lap or independently, in order
to facilitate data collection. The examiner wore a pair of commercially-available glasses -
Pivothead Kudu - that provides continuous high resolution capture of the subject’s face. The
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lenses were removed from the glasses to provide an unobstructed view of the examiner’s
eyes. A stationary camcoder mounted on a tripod was positioned to capture a holistic view
of the scene, including the table and all subjects.
Play interaction 1: Early Social Communication Scales
The Early Social Communication Scales (ESCS) [12] is a structured interaction in which
the examiner presents a series of toys in order to elicit nonverbal social communication
behaviors (e.g., use of pointing, reaching or eye contact to initiate joint attention to a toy
or to request). Administration of ESCS was slightly modified appropriately for the study
as follows. As eye contact, rather than other social communication behaviors, was the
main focus of the current study, ESCS administration was modified in order to elicit more
instances of direct gaze. For example, for items that require the child to make a bid to
the examiner in order to obtain the toy, examiners would give the toy only when the child
made eye contact, not in response to other bids such as pointing or verbally asking, with
the exception that if the child lost interest in the toy or became agitated prior to making eye
contact the examiner would give them the toy without requiring any bid. Administration
was also modified to remove materials that are meant to be used close to the examiner’s
face (i.e., hat, comb and glasses), to prevent ambiguity as to whether the child is looking
at the examiner’s eyes or at the toy. The ESCS was administered to children 60 months of
age and younger.
Play interaction 2: Brief Observation of Social Communication Change
The Brief Observation of Social Communication Change (BOSCC) [14] is a semi-structured
play-based interaction between the subject and their interaction partner. Subjects in this
study completed a modified version of the BOSCC at the table; The BOSCC consisted
of two, four-minute segments of play that were followed by two, two-minute segments of
snack or conversation based upon the age of the subject. For the play segments, the subject
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was presented with a box of toys and asked to select one toy. If the subject did not select a
toy, the examiner selected one for themselves and the subject to play with. The subject was
only permitted to have one toy on the table at a time, but the subject could select a differ-
ent toy at any time. During snack segments, the examiner presented two clear containers
with different snacks, and the subject selected which snack they would like. Children were
given small portions of snack in order to create opportunities for additional requesting. The
BOSCC is designed to measure change over time, and its inclusion in our dataset serves to
increase the diversity of the gaze behavior.
Subjects
66 children (55 male) who were suspected of having ASD participated at CADB and 58
typically developing (TD) children (36 male) participated at Georgia Tech, in a study that
was designed to validate the feasibility of using PoV glasses to capture gaze behavior in
young children (18-60 months, M=36.48 months). Subjects in the young children sample
who were suspected of having ASD were evaluated with the Autism Diagnostic Observa-
tion Schedule (ADOS-2) [13]. TD subjects were screened for developmental delays with
the the CSBS-DP [61] or M-CHAT [62]. Three TD subjects were excluded from all anal-
yses due to technical issues. Three subjects scored in the low range of concern for ASD
and one subject did not complete the ADOS-2 and these four subjects were not included in
analyses comparing ASD to TD groups. Three TD subjects were excluded from analyses
comparing across groups because of concern for developmental delay. Subjects completed
the ESCS and the BOSCC in randomized order. A subset of subjects (n=14) completed
a follow-up session within a year of their first visit, and another subset (n=27) completed
an additional BOSCC with their parent as the examiner. Eight subjects completed a sec-
ond parent-led BOSCC at their follow-up session. In total, the number of sessions is 167.
All subjects in the young children sample, regardless of diagnostic status, were utilized in
training and validating the eye contact model. Thus, the dataset consists of 66 ASD and 55
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Table 2.1: Demographics and descriptive statistics. CSS total calibrated severity score
from ADOS, CSS SA ADOS calibrated severity score for social affect, CSS RRB ADOS
calibrated severity score for restricted and repetitive behaviors, CBCL Total score for in-
ternalizing and externalizing problem behavior. Age, CSS and CBCL scores expressed as









N 55 66 15
Males 36 (65%) 55 (83%) 12 (80%)
Age (months) 27.45 (5.84) 44.00 (11.11) 95.56 (32.60)
Score
CSS total N/A 7.97 (2.19) 7.43 (1.74)
CSS SA N/A 7.49 (2.30) 7.64 (1.74)
CSS RRB N/A 8.19 (1.76) 6.79 (2.83)
CBCL Total T score 43.16 (9.02) 58.05 (15.35) 59.00 (8.88)
Race
White/Caucasian (%) 60 61 60
Black/African American(%) 22 4 0
Asian/Pacific Islander (%) 0 15 7
More than one race (%) 13 14 26
Other/Unknown (%) 5 6 7
Hispanic/Latino ethnicity 4 (7%) 15 (23%) 3 (20%)
Maternal education
Some high school 1 0 0
High school diploma/GED 3 3 2
Some college 8 4 0
College/technical degree 24 28 5
Graduate school degree 19 30 8
Unknown 0 1 0
TD children (see columns 1 and 2 in Table 2.1 for detailed demographic information).
Video coding of eye contact
Mangold International’s INTERACT video annotation software [63] was used by coders
to flag frame-level onsets and offsets of eye contact during ESCS and BOSCC protocols.
The ESCS sessions from 10 subjects (5 TD, 5 ASD) were annotated by 8 independent
raters to establish reliability (mean κ = 0.886). In addition, 3 raters (1 rater in common
with the first group) annotated the BOSCC videos from 8 subjects (4 TD, 4 ASD), in
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order to test reliability on a different play protocol (mean κ = 0.903). The remaining
ESCS and BOSCC sessions were annotated by single raters. The video segments from
the 10 ESCS and 8 BOSCC sessions which were annotated by multiple raters constitute
the validation set, which was used to test generalization performance after training. The
remaining single-rater sessions from 103 subjects comprise the training set. The validation
set has no overlap with the training set and is representative of the total sample in terms of
age, race, diagnosis, gender and autism severity. Note that we have shown in prior work
that human coding of eye contact from PoV video can be achieved with greater reliability
than from a standard video recorder [36], thus validating our data annotation approach.
This work also demonstrated that wearing the glasses did not impact the frequency of eye
contact bids in a sample of 2-to-4-year-olds.
2.3.2 Data preparation
PoV video frames were decoded at 30 frames per second (capture rate) and saved to disk.
In each frame, the subject’s face was detected and recognized following the procedure
from [38]. In the training set, each frame is labeled by a single rater, with 1 for eye contact
and 0 otherwise. In the validation set, each frame has annotations from multiple raters and
the majority vote is used as the ground truth label. The datasets consist of 4,339,879 frames
(281,152 with eye contact) for training and 353,924 frames (25,112 with eye contact) for
validation.
2.3.3 Training algorithm
We used a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) with a ResNet 50 backbone architec-
ture [64] as our classifier model (see Fig. 4.3). The inputs consist of cropped face regions,
resized to 224 by 224 pixels. We used a two-stage training process to support task transfer
learning. In the first stage, training on three public datasets enables the model to learn the
relationship between head pose and eye gaze direction. The model is trained to regress
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the 3D gaze direction based on MPIIGaze [65] and EYEDIAP [66] datasets and 3D head
pose with the SynHead [67] dataset, using an L2 regression loss. Convergence is defined
as reaching < 6◦ mean absolute error on gaze angle and head pose. The model is then fine-
tuned using the training dataset, in order to learn the condition of eye contact and capture
the details of children’s facial appearance. Fine-tuning was done across the last two blocks
of the ResNet layers, using cross entropy loss with a reweighting factor of 0.1 which is
multiplied by the loss of the over-represented class in order to compensate for the class
imbalance (eye contact presence vs. absence ratio) in our dataset. Backpropagation with a
learning rate of 0.005 under Adam optimization is used to update network weights for every
mini-batch of 256 samples until it has seen 3 epochs of training data with augmentation.
Data augmentation during training consists of a combination of horizontal flip, color
jitter (brightness, contrast, saturation ≤ ±20%), blur (guassian kernel size ≤ 0.6), and
face bounding box rescale (≤ +20%), each of which takes effect at a probability of 0.5.
Augmentation parameters are uniformly sampled within the given range. Note that our
prior work [38] used an architecture that incorporated multi-task learning, by forcing the
network to predict the head pose and the eye contact label during training. A finding from
this work is that the transfer learning approach is more effective.
2.3.4 Evaluation
We performed three experiments to evaluate the performance of our approach. The first
experiment evaluates the per frame prediction accuracy of our method. The second exper-
iment evaluates the inter-rater reliability of the deep learning model with respect to a set
of human raters. The third experiment tests whether the direct application of our eye con-
tact detector can replicate findings about eye contact behavior in two previously-reported
studies which used manual coding. These experiments provide three sources of converging
evidence for our primary hypothesis: That automatic detection of eye contact via a deep
learning classifier yields performance which is equivalent to the accuracy of human coders,
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making automatic video coding viable for research studies in social communication.
Frame-level accuracy
We compute the precision-recall (PR) curve on the validation dataset as a function of the
classification threshold, using the majority vote of the human coders as the ground truth.
precision =
true positive
true positive + false positive
recall =
true positive
true positive + false negative
where ‘true positive’ is the number of correctly predicted eye contact, ‘false positive’
is the number of incorrectly predicted non eye contact, ‘false negative’ is the number of
incorrectly predicted eye contact.
As the neural network outputs a score S per frame (taken from the softmax layer), a
precision-recall (PR) curve is generated by choosing a fixed threshold score t such that the
prediction ŷ for each image is defined as ŷ = S ≥ t, then sweeping t in the interval 0-1.
Due to the imbalance between the two classes (eye contact vs. other) in our dataset, PR
curve is better suited for evaluation than Receiver Operating Characteristic, as PR does not





t(Rt−Rt−1)×Pt are also reported as summary statistics for PR curve
(Pt and Rt are the precision and recall, respectively, at threshold t).
Reliability with human raters
For this evaluation, we threshold the model’s output and perform post-processing to predict
an eye contact label for each frame of an input video sequence. Specifically, we used a
decision threshold of 0.9 in order to predict the presence or absence eye contact in each
frame based the softmax output of the deep model classifier. In addition, we performed
temporal smoothing as a post-processing step in order reduce noise caused by unwanted
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events such as face detection failure, motion blur, and eye blinks, we remove outliers and
merge short segments through a sliding window scheme. The classifier decision threshold
and the window sizes for outlier removal (5) and merging (6) were chosen via grid search
on a held-out training sample, by maximizing detection accuracy while minimizing the
event-level eye contact count difference between the estimate and human coding.
We treat the learned model as an additional (automated) video coder, and compute the
agreement between the algorithm and the human raters on the validation dataset. We use
Cohen’s kappa score [68] to measure the inter-rater reliability between the model and each
of the raters, and between all pairs of raters, where an average kappa score greater than 0.8
is usually considered to be sufficient to establish reliability for a group of raters.
In addition, we use two one-sided tests (TOST) [69] to statistically test the hypothesis
of equivalence between the human annotator group and the automatic coding algorithm. In
TOST, the null hypothesis is a sample mean difference greater than ∆, and the alternative
hypothesis is equivalence between the classes:
H0 : mhd −mhh < −∆ or mhd −mhh > ∆
H1 : −∆ < mhd −mhh < ∆
where mhc is the mean of kappa scores of all human-detector pairs, mhh is the mean of
Cohen’s kappa scores between all human pairs, and ∆ is the equivalence boundary.
Replication of prior studies
Our final evaluation assesses the impact of replacing human coding with computer coding
of eye contact in prior observational studies. We repeat the data analysis for the two studies
described in [70, 37], using eye contact statistics obtained from applying our automated
method to the original video files, as an alternative to the manual coding originally per-
formed by the authors. For both studies, we compute eye contact frequency (eye contact
event counts per minute) and duration rate (eye contact duration divided by the adminis-
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tration time) using the algorithm’s output, and repeat the statistical tests as in the original
papers.
The study in [70] examined differences in eye contact rates between ASD and TD
young children during the toy-spectacle tasks of the ESCS in consideration of temporal-
contextual factors such as activation and possession of the toy. Samples used in training
the eye contact model overlap partially with the samples used in [70]. In order to eliminate
any potential bias, we removed the overlapping subjects (N=47) from the training set and
retrained the eye contact model on 56 subjects (instead of 103) for use in this experiment.
The study in [37] investigated increased eye contact in individuals with ASD during
conversation as compared to play in the BOSCC protocol in an additional group of 15 older
children and adolescents with ASD (3 female, 5-13 years, M=8 years). Table 2.1, column
3 provides detailed demographic information. We reproduce the analysis of ‘Sample 2’
from [37] only, as ‘Sample 1’ was not available.
2.3.5 Correlation analysis
We performed an additional experiment to examine the correlation between automatically
measured eye contact statistics (frequency and duration rate) and symptom severity, using
the ASD young children sample. Given the importance of eye contact for overall social
communication skills in toddlers [21, 20, 19], it was expected that frequency and duration
of eye contact would demonstrate a negative correlation with social impairment among
autism subjects.
Symptom severity was assessed using two social affect scores derived from the ADOS
and the BOSCC. First, the ADOS Calibrated Severity Scores for Social Affect (ADOS CSS
SA) were computed from the ADOS [71] results. In addition, the BOSCC Social Affect
(BOSCC SA) scores were coded for 25 subjects who were minimally-verbal [14]. These
were calculated by summing scores on items 1-9 for each of the two BOSCC segments and
averaging the totals. For both scores, higher numbers indicate greater severity of social
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impairment.
Pearson correlation coefficients were computed between ADOS CSS SA and the au-
tomated eye contact measures (frequency and duration rate) from the ESCS segment and
the BOSCC segment (separately). In addition, correlations were computed between the
BOSCC SA and the automated eye contact measures (frequency and duration rate) from
the BOSCC segment.
BOSCC SA scores for the remaining 41 subjects in the ASD group were not assigned
as the subjects had more verbal language than the minimally-verbal level for which the
BOSCC is validated, as indicated by the subject having completed an ADOS-2 module 2
or 3, or speaking in flexible phrases or sentences during the BOSCC.
All subjects considered for correlation analysis are a subset of ASD toddle samples.
Since they were part of the training set, we use the reduced model that is used for repro-
ducibility analysis for [70] that is trained with 56 subjects, in order to minimize bias. We
avoid dropping additional subjects further from this as it would cause shrinking the train-
ing set too much and degrade its performance. As a result, subjects included in correlation
analysis are partly represented in the sample that the model was trained with. Namely, there
are N = 58 (39 trained) subjects for ADOS CSS SA correlation during the BOSCC, N =
45 (25 trained) subjects for ADOS CSS SA correlation during the ESCS, and N = 25 (16
trained) for BOSCC SA correlation analysis.
2.3.6 Baseline: Pose-implicit Convolutional Neural Networks Detector
In this section, we describe the implementation and experimental details of the work of [38]
which serves as a baseline model for the proposed eye contact detector.
Model: This model has been designed based on our observation on two major prob-
lems with the prior PEEC approach from [43]. First, due to the fact that the method requires
head pose estimates (to assign each sample to one of the pose clusters) and eye localiza-
tions (to extract features), gaze estimation cannot be performed when landmark detection
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Figure 2.5: Pose-implicit Convolutional Neural Networks (PiCNN) architecture for
eye contact detection. It utilizes a two stream network structure with 8 layers modeled
after AlexNet. One output branch predicts head pose and the other predicts eye contact.
The inputs to the network are face bounding boxes. A representative face bounding box is
illustrated with a red outline in the image at the left.
fails. Thus any failure along the preprocessing pipeline will result in a missed detection.
Facial landmark detection is a more difficult problem than face detection. It is challenging
to detect the landmarks reliably when the face is occluded or foreshortened due to out-
of-plane rotation, which happens quite frequently during dynamic social interactions with
children. Our experiments reveal that, in our dataset, landmarks are successfully found
in only 75.56% of the total eye contact frames, whereas faces are detected 97.94% of the
time. The second problem with PEEC is its reliance on hand-designed HOG features and
a random forest classifier, which are known to be inferior to modern deep neural network
classifiers which support end-to-end feature learning.
We therefore proposed a different classification approach based on Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN) [72] that addresses these two issues. This approach learns an image
representation that jointly predicts head pose and eye contact, instead of being dependent
on precomputed head pose and facial landmarks. Since the representation is learned end-
to-end (i.e., the input is raw pixels and the output is a binary prediction) there is the oppor-
tunity to learn features that are specific to the task. This approach is particularly promising
in light of the large-scale social interaction dataset that we have assembled. Our proposed
model is called “Pose-implicit CNN Detector” or PiCNN.
Fig 2.5 illustrates the PiCNN architecture. The input to the network is a rectangle of
pixels corresponding to a face bounding box produced by a face detector. The detected
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face patch is resized to 227× 227. The network has five convolutional and pooling layers,
similar to AlexNet [72], but with a smaller filter size (7 by 7) with strides of 2 in the first
layer to capture the finer details in the face. Layers 6 to 8 are fully connected. The primary
difference between our approach and AlexNet is the presence of two branches in the 7th
and 8th fully-connected layers. The upper branch outputs a prediction of the three axes of
head rotation (i.e., regression in yaw, pitch, roll) and the lower branch is tasked with the
binary classification of eye contact. The weights and parameters are the same and are linked
during training in the first 6 layers (5 convolutional and 1 fully connected) and branched
in the last 2 layers to facilitate multi-task learning. Thus the prediction of eye contact can
benefit from implicitly learning the variability in eye appearance resulting from head pose
change. This model achieves the best performance, by a large margin, among all existing
methods on our dataset.
In training the PiCNN model, we have ground truth eye contact labels for every frame
in the training dataset. This allows us to backpropagate training error through the eye con-
tact detection branch in every training batch. However, we do not have frame-level human
annotations of head pose for any frames. We solve this problem by using the IntraFace sys-
tem as a source of head pose training data. In frames for which head pose estimates from
IntraFace are available, we additionally backpropagate training error through the head pose
branch. Note that this strategy has the benefit that the network is forced to learn represen-
tations for predicting eye contact even when a head pose reference is not available, making
it potentially more robust than a sequential approach in which head pose must be computed
before detection can be performed. At the same time, our method can take advantage of
sparse head pose annotations where they are available and improve the detection perfor-
mance. During testing time, we apply the PiCNN model in feedforward mode and do not
utilize any separate head pose estimates.
Dataset: The data utilized in our experiments comes from four separate studies, con-
ducted at one or more of the following three sites: the Georgia Tech Child Study Lab in
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Table 2.2: Summary of the dataset used in the baseline model
age (in months) gender diagnosis ethnicity protocol annotation
# subjects # subjects # subjects # subjects # sessions # frames minutes
less than 20 8 male 74 TD 50 Caucasian 60 ESCS 30 2,364,773 1,314
20 ∼ 29 33 female 26 ASD 50 mixed 16 R-ABC 34
30 ∼ 39 15 African American 10 v-BOSCC 43
40 ∼ 49 7 Asian 6 nv-BOSCC 26
50 ∼ 59 4 Hispanic 4 Marcus 23
60 ∼ 69 14 unknown 4
70 ∼ 79 5
80 ∼ 89 5
greater than 90 9
Atlanta, GA (GT); the Center for Autism and the Developing Brain in White Plains, NY
(CADB); and the Marcus Autism Center in Atlanta, GA (MAC). Descriptive information
for the subset of subjects whose data was included in the current analysis and details of the
data collection protocol for each study is detailed below, separately for each dataset, and in
aggregate in Table 2.2. Sample images from our dataset are illustrated in Fig 2.3.
Generally, all four data collection protocols involved a semi-structured play interaction
between an adult and a child, who sat across a small table from each other. The specific
protocols chosen were selected based on their prior use in research on social attention and
communication in typically developing children and children with autism, and because
they have been shown to reliably elicit eye contact from these groups. In all four studies,
the examiner interacting with the child wore a pair of commercially-available glasses -
Pivothead Kudu - which have an outward-facing camera embedded in the bridge over the
nose. By virtue of its placement, this camera reliably captures a close-up image of the
child’s face as the examiner interacts with the child. The lenses were removed from the
glasses to provide the child an unobstructed view of the examiner’s eyes. Our prior research
indicates that the presence of the glasses does not affect the gaze behavior of children [36].
Research assistants annotated the pivothead videos from each dataset using one of two
video-annotation software tools: ELAN (http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla- tools/elan/) and INTER-
ACT Mangold (https://www.mangold-international.com). Ground truth coding involved
flagging the frame-level onset and offset of each instance of the child making eye contact
with the examiner, as captured by looks into the camera. Kappas for frame-level agreement
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between pairwise comparisons of the 6 coders ranged from .89 to .94.
Experiment Overview: In this section, we provide experimental evaluations for each
of the components of our method. To evaluate the frequency of successful landmark detec-
tion (and by extension, head pose estimation) in our dataset, we calculated the percentage
of frames labeled as eye contact for which landmarks were detected. Note that this is
not a statement about the accuracy of the landmarks, only about their availability. This is
meaningful because state-of-the-art methods such as IntraFace will only output landmarks
if they are of sufficiently high quality. The percentage of frames with missing landmarks
is the portion of the error rate for eye contact detection which is attributable to landmark
detection failure. Landmark detection is successful in only 75.56% of frames, in compar-
ison to 97.94% for face detection. This suggests that around a quarter of the errors are
due to landmark detection failure, and a negligible amount are due to face detection fail-
ure. These findings explain the low recall rate of the two eye contact methods (PEEC and
GazeLocking) that rely on landmark detection.
Experimental Setup: We divide the total dataset summarized in Table 2.2 into 5
disjoint train/test splits for 5-fold cross validation, where each split has 80% of training
and 20% of testing sessions and subjects included in the training set are not present in the
testing set. This ensures that testing is always done on unseen subjects. Each training set
split is sampled uniformly across combinations of diagnosis (TD/ASD) and play protocols.
For example, we sample 80% for a training set from the TD ESCS group, from the ASD
ESCS group, from the TD nv-BOSCC group, from the ASD nv-BOSCC group, and so
on, such that different conditions are fairly represented across the five splits. We use the
same five folds to train, test and compare the four eye contact detection models – our
PiCNN model, PEEC [43], Modified AlexNet [72], and Gaze Locking [45]. With this
cross validation approach, we are able to obtain testing results on all of our datasets, and
we report the overall performance averaged over all sessions as well as within different
populations. Table 2.3 summarizes the results.
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On average, the training set in each split initially had 145k positive (eye contact) frames
and 1,746k negative (no eye contact) frames, which is highly imbalanced. To overcome the
data skewness issue, we resampled the training sets with horizontal flip, slight rotation and
color jittering with positive set oversampling and negative set subsampling to make it more
balanced at positive:negative = 561k:842k = 4:6 ratio.
Note that our analysis does not include direct performance comparisons to other appearance-
based gaze tracking methods such as [48, 50]. The primary reason is that these methods are
designed for a different task, accurately mapping the subject’s point of gaze on a mobile
screen. These methods can identify where a subject is looking, but they only know what
the user is looking at if they have access to ROI masks for the gaze stimulus. In contrast,
our method automatically identifies what the subject is looking at, but only for the spe-
cific gaze event of eye contact. Moreover, the domain of screen viewing is quite different
from naturalistic social interactions. This can be seen by comparing Figs 2.2 and 2.3. In
particular, [48, 50] rely on landmark localization [73] to extract the eye region from the
face. Based on our results, these methods will take an immediate 22.4% miss in recall due
to the difficulty of detecting landmarks under challenging conditions. These methods are
therefore unlikely to be competitive with PiCNN for our task.
Experimental Results: All four eye contact detection methods output a confidence
score between 0 and 1 at each frame, with a higher score indicating increased likelihood
of eye contact. We use these per-frame scores to evaluate how well the model is detecting
eye contact. Since our dataset has more than 92% negative samples, accuracy ( tp+tn
p+n
) is
not a good measure of performance. For example, simply predicting everything as negative
will give 92% accuracy but that is not a useful detector. Instead, we report the detector’s
performance with respect to three metrics, namely F1, Matthews correlation coefficient
(MCC), and the Area Under Curve of Precision Recall curve (AUC-PR).
Both F1 and MCC are widely used in machine learning as a measure of the quality
of binary classifiers. Because the prediction output of the models we used in our analysis
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is a real-numbered value instead of a hard binary output, we calculate the F1 and MCC
scores at every cutoff points and report the maximum. Additionally, we also compute the
Area Under Curve of Precision Recall curve (AUC-PR). Typically, AUC is computed using
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) instead of Precision and Recall curve (PR curve),
but AUC of ROC is not sensitive to the uneven class sizes, thus we use the PR curve. Like
F1 score, AUC-PR is maximum at 1 and minimum at 0, but it is an aggregated measure
across all prediction cutoffs. Our final results by these criteria are summarized in Table 2.3.
Clearly, our PiCNN method outperforms all other methods when evaluated on all datasets
as well as on individual groups with different conditions. When the results are broken down
into different diagnostic groups, play protocols, gender and ethnicity, in all cases and in all
metrics, our PiCNN method achieves the best performance, followed by AlexNet, PEEC
and GazeLocking in this order. The standard deviation of the scores is greatest under
different play protocol settings (F1=0.0465, MCC=0.0492, AUC-PR=0.065), and second
greatest under different ethnic groups (F1=0.034, MCC=0.035, AUC-PR=0.0336).
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Table 2.3: Result scores of the baseline model in five metrics, grouped by different con-
ditions.
F1 MCC AUC-PR Precision Recall
All
PiCNN (Ours) 0.78 0.77 0.79 0.75 0.80
AlexNet [72] 0.73 0.72 0.75 0.71 0.77
PEEC [43] 0.63 0.62 0.57 0.67 0.59
GazeLocking [45] 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.52 0.52
ASD
PiCNN (Ours) 0.76 0.75 0.78 0.75 0.78
AlexNet [72] 0.72 0.71 0.74 0.69 0.74
PEEC [43] 0.64 0.64 0.60 0.68 0.61
GazeLocking [45] 0.51 0.49 0.49 0.50 0.52
TD
PiCNN (Ours) 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.74 0.83
AlexNet [72] 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.69 0.81
PEEC [43] 0.63 0.62 0.55 0.65 0.62
GazeLocking [45] 0.54 0.53 0.49 0.54 0.54
ESCS
PiCNN (Ours) 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.69 0.82
AlexNet [72] 0.69 0.69 0.72 0.62 0.78
PEEC [43] 0.57 0.56 0.47 0.55 0.60
GazeLocking [45] 0.48 0.46 0.41 0.46 0.50
v-BOSCC
PiCNN (Ours) 0.76 0.74 0.79 0.75 0.77
AlexNet [72] 0.73 0.71 0.75 0.72 0.74
PEEC [43] 0.69 0.67 0.67 0.72 0.65
GazeLocking [45] 0.56 0.53 0.56 0.53 0.60
nv-BOSCC
PiCNN (Ours) 0.82 0.81 0.83 0.82 0.81
AlexNet [72] 0.77 0.76 0.78 0.76 0.78
PEEC [43] 0.71 0.71 0.68 0.76 0.67
GazeLocking [45] 0.58 0.56 0.55 0.57 0.58
R-ABC
PiCNN (Ours) 0.77 0.77 0.71 0.72 0.84
AlexNet [72] 0.72 0.72 0.68 0.66 0.80
PEEC [43] 0.59 0.59 0.49 0.66 0.54
GazeLocking [45] 0.52 0.51 0.43 0.53 0.51
Marcus
PiCNN (Ours) 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.86 0.87
AlexNet [72] 0.80 0.79 0.83 0.77 0.83
PEEC [43] 0.54 0.54 0.49 0.67 0.45
GazeLocking [45] 0.46 0.44 0.41 0.49 0.44
male
PiCNN (Ours) 0.77 0.75 0.77 0.74 0.79
AlexNet [72] 0.72 0.71 0.73 0.69 0.76
PEEC [43] 0.64 0.63 0.57 0.66 0.61
GazeLocking [45] 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.51 0.53
female
PiCNN (Ours) 0.78 0.78 0.80 0.76 0.81
AlexNet [72] 0.74 0.74 0.76 0.70 0.80
PEEC [43] 0.64 0.63 0.59 0.68 0.60
GazeLocking [45] 0.53 0.52 0.49 0.54 0.52
Caucasian
PiCNN (Ours) 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.73 0.79
AlexNet [72] 0.72 0.71 0.72 0.68 0.76
PEEC [43] 0.64 0.63 0.57 0.66 0.62
GazeLocking [45] 0.51 0.50 0.47 0.51 0.52
mixed
PiCNN (Ours) 0.76 0.75 0.81 0.74 0.79
AlexNet [72] 0.75 0.74 0.76 0.72 0.79
PEEC [43] 0.69 0.67 0.66 0.70 0.67
GazeLocking [45] 0.60 0.58 0.59 0.57 0.63
African American
PiCNN (Ours) 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.81 0.84
AlexNet [72] 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.76 0.83
PEEC [43] 0.62 0.61 0.57 0.68 0.56
GazeLocking [45] 0.51 0.50 0.48 0.51 0.52
Asian
PiCNN (Ours) 0.79 0.78 0.75 0.72 0.86
AlexNet [72] 0.67 0.66 0.63 0.61 0.74
PEEC [43] 0.65 0.65 0.58 0.66 0.65
GazeLocking [45] 0.49 0.49 0.41 0.43 0.57
Hispanic
PiCNN (Ours) 0.73 0.73 0.78 0.68 0.79
AlexNet [72] 0.70 0.70 0.72 0.66 0.75
PEEC [43] 0.70 0.69 0.67 0.69 0.71
GazeLocking [45] 0.58 0.57 0.58 0.55 0.61
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Figure 2.6: Precision and recall (PR) of deep learning model and human raters on 18
validation sessions. The blue line is the PR curve for the model, zoomed into the range
0.5-1.0. Improved model PR (red diamond) is obtained by temporally smoothing the model
output. The PR for each of the ten expert raters (yellow dots) is obtained by comparing an
expert’s ratings to the consensus ratings of the other nine experts. Note that the model (red
diamond) achieves higher precision than the average of the expert raters (green diamond)
for the same recall. The model PR (red diamond) lies within one standard deviation (green
error bars) of the mean rater, and both the model and the mean rater have similar F1 scores.




In t-tests and chi square tests that were run to confirm that subjects included in the validation
set are representative of the overall sample, the validation set did not differ from the rest of
the sample in terms of diagnostic group (χ = .09, p = .77), gender (χ = 3.62, p = .06), age
(t = .49, p = .62), race (χ = 2.70, p = .61), ethnicity (χ = .29, p = .86), or severity of social
impairment among the ASD group (t = 1.18, p = .24).
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Table 2.4: Frame-level performance comparisons. Performance without smoothing (row
3) is reported at the maximum F1 score along the PR curve, with associated PR. In row 5,
we replaced AlexNet in [38] with ResNet for a fair comparison.
F1 Precision Recall
Mean rater
ESCS 0.927 0.918 0.935
BOSCC 0.945 0.917 0.975
Combined 0.932 0.918 0.946
Deep model (smoothed)
ESCS 0.920 0.917 0.924
BOSCC 0.950 0.946 0.954
Combined 0.940 0.936 0.943
Deep model (not smoothed)
ESCS 0.909 0.898 0.919
BOSCC 0.943 0.940 0.945
Combined 0.930 0.924 0.937
Deep model without transfer learning
(smoothed)
ESCS 0.897 0.893 0.901
BOSCC 0.927 0.935 0.920
Combined 0.916 0.917 0.915
Multi-task learning [38] with ResNet
(smoothed)
ESCS 0.880 0.884 0.876
BOSCC 0.920 0.946 0.896
Combined 0.906 0.924 0.890
2.4.2 Frame-level accuracy
The precision and recall (PR) performance of the deep learning model is illustrated as a
blue PR curve in Fig. 2.6. Each yellow dot in the figure gives the PR for one of the ten
expert raters. This PR is obtained by comparing an expert’s ratings to the consensus ratings
of the other nine experts (effectively treating the nine experts’ consensus as ground truth).
The mean rater (green diamond) is the average of the PRs for the expert raters. The red
diamond gives the PR of the model following smoothing (post-processing). Note that it
achieves higher precision than the mean rater for the same recall.
Table 2.4 breaks out the performance by dataset and quantifies the benefits of smoothing
and transfer learning. Comparing the F1 scores (first column) of the first two large rows
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Figure 2.7: Precision and recall of algorithm output and human ratings shown sep-
arately for the ESCS and the BOSCC protocol. Left figure is based on 10 validation
sessions of the ESCS and right figure is based on 8 validation sessions of the BOSCC.
ESCS segments were annotated by 8 human experts and BOSCC segments were annotated
by 3. One human coder annotated both validation sets. Notations are consistent with those
in Fig. 2.6
(divided by horizontal bars) demonstrates the equivalence of the mean rater and deep model
performance in all settings. Comparing the 2nd and 3rd large rows, we see that smoothing
gives an F1 score increase of 0.01 on the combined dataset. Similarly, removing transfer
learning in the 4th row causes a decrease of 0.024 in combined F1. We note that the
multi-task learning approach from [38], presented in row 5, causes a drop of 0.034 in
combined F1 relative to the transfer learning result in row 2. These results validate the
superiority of transfer learning over multi-task learning for this problem. The average
precision can be interpreted as the area under the PR curve, and gives an overall measure
of the effectiveness of the classifier without the need to select a particular operating point.
In Table. 2.4, we report results for specific operating points. Here we provide the average
precision for the classifier without performing smoothing: ESCS 0.948, BOSCC 0.959,
and Combined 0.956.
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Figure 2.8: Precision and recall of each human coder (N = 8) under different ground
truth on the ESCS validation set. Color indicates type of ground truth (white: majority
vote, other: single human) and each dot denotes one annotator’s coding quality measured
by the respective ground truth. With the same coding data, the choice of ground truth
changes precision and recall.
2.4.3 Reliability with human raters
Inter-rater reliability is measured by Cohen’s κ for all pairs of human coders and provides
evidence for the reliability of the raters. Using the combined dataset, the average human-
human κ is mhh = 0.888 (with 0.8 as the standard cut-off for reliability). Comparison of
the eye contact detection model with human raters also indicates reliability, with an average
human-detector κ ofmhd = 0.891. This demonstrates that adding the model-based detector
as an additional “rater” to the pool of human coders preserves reliability, reinforcing the
claim that the model is equivalent to a human expert.
Table. 2.5 gives the summary of the Cohen’s κ statistics for the human-human and
human-detector comparison, which are also illustrated in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10 in a box
plot.
The hypothesis that the model is equivalent to a human expert can be tested statistically
using two one-sided tests. For the combined dataset, we are able to reject H0 : mhd −
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Figure 2.9: Pairwise Cohen’s kappa distributions among all human pairs and human-
algorithm pairs, represented as box plot. Generally, kappa scores above 0.8 is considered
an almost perfect agreement. On 18 validation sessions annotated by 10 human experts,
agreements among humans and agreements between each human and algorithm are similar
in terms of kappa values.
mhh¡−∆ at p = .05 and accept H1 that the algorithm is as reliable as human annotators,
with the equivalence boundary ∆ as low as .025, which is the standard deviation of the
human κ’s. In the standard two one-sided tests, sample means from the two groups are
compared for both sides of inequalities. However, we are only interested in testing if the
detector is not less reliable as human. Therefore, the null and alternative hypotheses tested
in this analysis is the following. As shown in Table. 2.6, we are able to reject the null
hypothesis H0 at p = .05 for all cases.
H0 : mhd −mhh < −∆
H1 : −∆ < mhd −mhh
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Figure 2.10: Pairwise Cohen’s kappa distributions among all human pairs and human-
algorithm pairs, represented as box plot separately for the ESCS (left) and the BOSCC
(right) protocol.
Table 2.5: Cohen’s κ reliability statistics













Table 2.6: Reliability equivalence test statistics. All test cases are statistically significant
at p = .05. ∆ = 0.025
mhh mhd p for H0 : mhd −mhh < −∆
ESCS .886 .880 < .03
BOSCC .903 .919 < .005
Combined .888 .891 < .005
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Figure 2.11: Eye contact frequency (top) and duration (bottom) coded by human and
algorithm for 18 validation subjects. Frequency is how many times a subject made eye
contact per minute, and duration is the length of eye contact normalized over the admin-
istration time. In both figures algorithm’s estimate (green) is within the distribution of
manual annotation (light blue). X axis is sorted by the subject’s eye contact frequency such
that two figures are aligned in the x axis. Subjects may make short eye contacts frequently
(e.g., 3th, 6th subject) which can be also measured by the algorithm.
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Table 2.7: Original and reproduced statistical tests of [70]. EC eye contact. Independent
2-group Mann-Whitney U test is used in cross-group analysis and Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
test is used for within-group analysis. (*) Statistically significant at p= .05.
Based on manual coding (p) Based on automated coding (p)
Cross-group analysis: TD (N = 38) vs. ASD (N = 21)
TD more EC during toy inactive than ASD .001* .007*
TD more EC in child possession than ASD .01* .02*
TD more EC during toy active than ASD .06 .06
Within-group analysis: within TD (N = 38)
More EC during toy inactive than active < .001* < .001*
More EC in examiner possession than in child possession > .1 > .1
Within-group analysis: within ASD (N = 21)
More EC during toy inactive than active < .001* .007*
More EC in examiner possession than in child possession > .1 > .1
2.4.4 Reproducibility of prior studies
Fig. 2.11 provides a visualization of the eye contact frequency and duration rate for each
subject, comparing the detection model (green circle) and human raters (gray circles). The
figure demonstrates good qualitative agreement across subjects, with the model estimates
consistently falling within the range defined by the human coders. Note that some subjects
are harder to rate, resulting in a greater spread of measures. We replicated the hypotheses
tests for significance from the prior studies using the automated coding results. Automated
findings were identical to those obtained from human coding. Table 2.7 summarizes the
findings for study [70], with significance for the effect of context on eye contact duration
and frequency, but not for the the effects of time or time-context interaction. Table 2.8 and
Fig. 2.12 give the results for study [37]. Note that all of the subjects used in this analysis
were excluded from the model training set.
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Table 2.8: Original and reproduced statistical tests of [37]. Percent duration and rate
of eye contact during interactive play and conversation across the two time points were
compared in 2 (context: play, conversation) by 2 (time: T1, T2) ANOVAs (N = 15). (*)
Statistically significant at p= .05.
Based on manual coding (p) Based on automated coding (p)
Duration of eye contact
Effect of context < .001* < .001*
Effect of time > .9 .84
Interaction between time and context > .7 > .7
Frequency of eye contact
Effect of context < .001* < .001*
Effect of time > .9 .82
Interaction between time and context > .7 > .7
Figure 2.12: Average duration of eye contact during conversation and interactive play
in child and adolescent sample (N = 15), measured at time 1 and time 2, based on human
coding (left) and automated coding (right). Error bars denote standard error.
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Figure 2.13: Correlation between automatically measured eye contact and the severity
of social impairment during the BOSCC among subjects with ASD (N = 25). In both
frequency (left) and duration (right) are strongly negatively correlated with the severity
score.
2.4.5 Correlation analysis
For individuals with ASD, ADOS CSS SA demonstrated a weak relation with frequency
and duration of automatically measured direct gaze during the ESCS (N = 45. frequency:
r = -.41, p < .01; duration: r = -.36, p < .05) and during the BOSCC (N = 58. frequency:
r = -.26, p < .05; duration: r = -.29, p < .05), which was mostly driven by a small number
of subjects with low social affect severity scores. Severity of overall social symptoms
during the BOSCC (BOSCC SA) demonstrated a strong correlation with both frequency
and duration, illustrated in Fig. 2.13 (N = 25. frequency: r = -.75, p < .001; duration: r =
-.78. p < .001).
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2.5 Conclusion
This chapter provides multiple, converging sources of evidence that a deep learning model
can detect moments of eye contact in point-of-view camera video with reliability equiv-
alent to expert human raters. Our findings validate the use of automated analysis as a
substitute for human coding in application domains ranging from autism [70, 37] to job in-
terviews [74, 75], and enable the scalable measurement of eye contact during face-to-face
interactions. We evaluated our method on a diverse dataset containing children and ado-
lescents from both typical and ASD populations. We believe these are the first findings of
equivalence in precision and recall between an automated eye contact detector and human
raters.
We now summarize the evidence supporting equivalence between the deep model and
expert raters. First, frame-level PR performance for the combined dataset, illustrated in
Fig. 2.6, demonstrates that the smoothed deep model result (red diamond) achieves higher
precision than the mean human rater (green diamond) at the same recall. Note also that
both the red diamond and the unsmoothed PR curve (in blue) lie within one standard devi-
ation (green error bars) of the mean rater. Second, reliability analysis provides additional
evidence to complement the PR analysis results. Treating the deep model as an additional
rater results in human-detector reliability of 0.891, while human-human reliability was
0.888. The distribution of kappas is illustrated in Fig. 2.9. The hypothesis that the deep
model is as reliable as human raters was examined using two one-sided statistical tests and
found to hold with an equivalence threshold as low as 0.025. The third source of evidence
comes from correlation analysis between eye contact frequency and duration and ASD
symptom severity. We would expect increased severity to be negatively correlated with
rates of eye contact, and this is born out in Fig. 2.13 which illustrates a strong negative
correlation between automatically derived eye contact measures and the BOSCC Social
Affect (BOSCC SA) scores. Weaker correlation was found between the derived measures
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and the ADOS CSS SA scores. The fourth source of evidence comes from a reproducibility
study which asks whether the findings from two recently-published studies of eye contact
in autism will continue to hold if automatically-derived measures are used in place of expert
ratings. Table. 2.7, Table. 2.8 and Fig. 2.12 demonstrate that all findings hold, providing
direct evidence for the feasibility of using automatically-derived eye contact measures in
developmental studies.
An additional contribution of this work is to explore the relative merits of transfer learn-
ing and multi-task learning approaches in learning effective models for eye contact. As
shown in Table 2.4, the proposed transfer learning approach that first learns 3D head pose
and gaze and then learns eye contact is superior to both the previously proposed multi-task
approach [38] that simultaneously learns head pose and eye contact and a baseline method
that simply learns eye contact without learning 3D head pose models. Note that if we were
determining eye contact using an external room camera, then the estimation of head pose
and gaze angle in 3D would be vitally important to determine where the subject is looking
in space. By locating the camera on the subject, we reduce this global 3D estimation task
to the much simpler task of assessing gaze relative to the coordinate frame of the camera.
Nonetheless, the need to make angular determinations may explain why pretraining on an
explicit 3D estimation task leads to improved performance.
We briefly review relevant prior work to place our contribution in context. First, a va-
riety of recent works have demonstrated the feasibility of using deep learning to achieve
expert level analysis of biomedical data [76] for detecting and classifying clinical condi-
tions such as diabetic retinopathy [77], skin cancer [78], malignant mammographic lesions
[79], bone fracture [80], and atrial fibrillation [81]. In contrast, only a few prior works have
explored the automated analysis of social behaviors in clinical contexts such as autism.
Early works on automatically analyzing social behaviors [82, 11, 83, 84] predated the de-
velopment of deep learning technology and did not address the issue of expert level per-
formance. Prior work on automatically measuring “response to name” behaviors [85, 86]
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included both ASD and typical samples and assessed the agreement with expert human
raters, but did not address naturalistic face-to-face social interactions.
Marinoiu et al. [87] use deep learning models to analyze interactions between children
with ASD and a robot therapist, but don’t address expert-level performance. Note that
none of these prior works addressed the assessment of eye contact. A final line of related
work uses machine learning tools to improve the usability of conventional eye tracking
technology by improving robustness to head movements and minimizing the need for cal-
ibration [48, 88, 65, 89]. While works such as [48] use deep learning to analyze gaze,
they focus on the case of gaze to screens or displays. We believe this is the first work
to demonstrate human level performance in automatically assessing a social behavior in a
naturalistic face-to-face interaction context.
While the focus of this work has been on the assessment of eye contact in interactions
between an unencumbered child and an examiner, our technology could also be applied to
the analysis of face-to-face interactions between adults in which each subject is wearing
video recording glasses. Additional applications in clinical and social psychology [29,
30, 31, 32, 33] could potentially benefit from this approach. Moreover, these methods
can also support the development social intelligence for robots, enabling them to interact
naturally with people using nonverbal social signals. Mutual gaze and joint attention are
found to have a critical role in conversation, narration, collaboration, and manipulation
tasks between humans and robots [90, 91]. We will release the trained models and software
from this work to facilitate such future work.
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CHAPTER 3
HEAD POSE-BASED ATTENTION SHIFT MEASRUEMENT
3.1 Introduction
The problem of capturing and analyzing social behaviors during naturalistic interactions is
an important and challenging task with a broad range of applications in automated behavior
analysis and social robotics. For example, the use of sensors and machine learning methods
to analyze social behaviors has emerged recently as a promising technology for understand-
ing and treating developmental conditions such as autism [92, 93]. Moreover, in the area
of human-robot interaction, there is a long-standing interest in creating social robots with
nonverbal communication capabilities [94, 95]. While motion capture technology can be
used to record social behavior, it requires the use of professional actors as marker-based
methods are too invasive to capture spontaneous naturalistic interactions between multiple
people. This is particularly true in the case of children’s social behaviors. There has been
a limited amount of prior work on the analysis of children’s behavior from video [43, 96,
97]. These works have tended to focus on facial expression analysis or the detection of
specific behaviors such as eye contact. While several software packages exist for tracking
facial landmarks [98, 99], facial expressions are only one element of social behavior. In
particular, facial expressions are coordinated with shifts of attention, and attention in turn
requires the coordination of head movement with the eyes. Head movement provides ad-
ditional nonverbal communication cues, such head nods and shakes for “yes” and “no.” In
addition, the 3D location and pose of the head identifies the portion of the scene that the
person is facing and is likely to be attending to. It follows that the ability to track head pose
and localize heads in 3D is a key capability for social behavior capture and analysis.
While there have been a variety of prior works on head tracking from video [100, 101,
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102], few of these methods are designed to work with multiple video cameras, and as a
consequence they are limited to relative head pose and cannot localize the head in a 3D
room coordinate system. There have been a few works on multicamera head tracking [103,
104] along with works that focus on more general multicamera reconstruction which can
recover 3D head location [105, 106]. Unfortunately, these methods are not suitable for
the large-scale capture of children’s social interactions due to the expense and complexity
of their multi-camera setup. It is commonplace to record assessment and therapy sessions
with children using a single room camera, but is not practical to capture with the large
number of cameras needed for dense reconstruction.
As an alternative, we have developed a practical and effective approach to capturing
children’s social behaviors which combines a single room camera with a wearable camera
worn on an adult social partner. This setup reflects the fact that measurement of a child’s
behavior frequently occurs via interactions with an adult, such as a clinician, therapist,
teacher, or caregiver. We call this setup face plus context because the head-worn camera of
the adult examiner provides almost continuous capture of the child’s face and head, while
the room camera provides access to the social context, and supports localization in a 3D
room coordinate system.
We present a novel multi-camera system for 3D head tracking and localization which
is suited to the face plus context scenario. We combine continuous tracking and calibration
of the head-worn camera with 3D localization and pose estimation of all heads in the social
scene. Our system uses state-of-the-art methods for face tracking and head pose estimation
combined with multi-target tracking to provide 3D localization and disambiguate identity
in the case where there are multiple people present.1 Our system automatically tracks all
heads in the scene and reconstructs the pattern of social interaction between the participants
based on head movement. This is a first step towards a more comprehensive 3D social
capture system which will incorporate gestures and gaze shifts in addition. This work
1For example, it is common for very young children to sit on a parent’s lab during an assessment, with the
result that the parent’s head becomes a distractor for the task of tracking the child.
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makes the following contributions:
• We present the first 3D multi-head tracking and capture system for the face plus
context measurement scenario, which is designed to be applicable to a wide range of
child assessment scenarios including behavioral screening, therapy, evaluation, and
skill training contexts.
• We provide the first experimental results for 3D head tracking of children and their
adult social partners during naturalistic face-to-face social interactions.
• We demonstrate that head shifts detected using our 3D head tracking approach are
a useful step in detecting gaze shifts, based on experiments including both typically
developing children and children with autism. Our results are promising in light of
the difficulty of deploying standard gaze tracking technology in naturalistic social
scenarios.
Figure 3.1: Our setup “face plus context” and sample images from each camera.
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Figure 3.2: System overview. First, each camera pose is estimated based on the patterns
placed on the wall (Sec. 3.3.2). Also, face is detected and head pose w.r.t. each camera is
estimated using facial landmark alignments (Sec. 3.3.3). Finally, the most likely combina-
tion is used to update head state models (Sec. 3.3.4).
3.2 Related Work
There are three main areas of prior work which are relevant to this chapter: 3D head pose
estimation, head pose-based social sensing, and video-based measurement of children’s
behaviors.
3D Head Tracking: There is a large body of work on face localization and tracking
from video [102]. Single camera tracking systems can estimate the head pose relative to the
camera and track the scale of the face, but are unable to localize heads in 3D reliably. This
includes methods based on facial landmarks [98, 107] and other alignment methods [108,
109], as well as full 3D head models [110, 111]. If two or more cameras are used, then
it is possible to recover the complete 3D location and pose of the head. Since children
frequently lean towards the objects and people that they are interacting with, the 3D head
location is a valuable cue for social understanding. There have been several prior works
on multi-camera head tracking [112, 103, 104, 113, 114]. One area of prior work, of
which [104] is representative, use multiple cameras to estimate where a user is looking
in a smart environment application. The goal is to determine which of a discrete set of
gaze targets is being attended to. Other works in meeting room understanding, described
below in more detail, use head pose (along with audio cues in some cases) to understand
patterns of conversation, floor holding, and other communicative acts. None of these works
produce continuous measurements of 3D head location and pose, a capability provided
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by our approach which creates the possibility for more fine-grained measures of social
behavior. Our use of multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) is related to the work of Benfold
and Reid [115], which demonstrated the ability to track multiple pedestrians using a single
camera in an outdoor surveillance application and determine where they were looking. In
contrast, our MHT approach can produce full 3D estimates of head locations and pose over
time from multiple cameras.
Head Pose-Based Social Behavior Sensing: Prior works on social sensing have uti-
lized estimates of head pose as a cue for social attention, although none of these works
have addressed children’s behavior. One representative problem is understanding patterns
of conversation and attention between adults during business meetings [113, 114]. In com-
parison, our task requires the consideration of a broader range of gaze targets, as children
will interact with toys as well as their social partners. Moreover, these works assume that
participants don’t approach each other closely and can therefore be tracked without a mul-
tiple hypothesis tracking framework. In our case, when children sit on their parent’s lap
or approach the examiner it creates a more challenging tracking problem. Another line
of work [116, 117] uses head orientation to understand social group formation and detect
specific types of social interactions, such as conversational group detection based on f-
formation theory from social psychology. In contrast, we are interested in detecting specific
behaviors of interest, such as a shift in gaze based on head movement, not in classifying
the type of interaction.
Our use of a wearable camera connects us to other works that study social attention
from a first person vision perspective. The closest work is [118], which shows that patterns
of social interaction within a group can be classified based on the change in the head poses
of the group over time, as captured by a wearable camera. This work assumes that there
are many people looking at the same gaze targets, and requires that the targets be visible to
the wearable camera. In contrast, our case is primarily a dyadic interaction, and often the
child’s gaze targets are not visible in the examiner’s camera (requiring the use of a room
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camera). Another representative work identifies social “hotspots” that arise when many
people, all wearing head-mounted cameras, look at the same location [119]. This approach
does not handle behaviors like eye contact, and it would require instrumenting the child,
which would limit the applicability of the method considerably. One point that we have in
common with all of these prior works is an assumption, often called “center bias,” that head
orientation is a powerful indicator of one’s direction of attention [120]. Our experimental
results confirm that this bias is a useful cue in analyzing children’s attention as well.
Vision-based Measures of Children’s Social Behavior: Other works have demon-
strated the ability to measure aspects of a child’s social behavior using vision. In dyadic
face-to-face interactions, it has been shown that facial expression analysis can be used to
discover synchrony between an infant and their caregiver [97]. In earlier work, we demon-
strated the ability to detect moments of eye contact using a wearable camera [43]. We go
beyond these works by addressing children’s attention to objects in addition to faces. A
small number of works address activity recognition in children from video [121, 122], and
while this has no direct bearing our work it is part of the broader story for behavior capture
using sensors.
3.3 Methods
Our sensing approach for the face plus context capture scenario utilizes two cameras to
maximize coverage of the child’s behavior while facilitating automated measurement. The
setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The first camera is statically mounted and records the scene
context. The second camera is concealed in a pair of glasses worn by the examiner and
captures the child’s face (see Sec. 3.3.1 for details). Our analysis pipeline is illustrated
in Fig. 4.4. The first step is to calibrate the two cameras so they can be combined to
localize the heads. Since the wearable camera is in constant motion, it is continuously-
calibrated using AR Tags (see Sec. 3.3.2). Separately, faces are detected and relative head
pose is estimated from each camera (see Sec. 3.3.3). The set of detections is processed by
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a multiple hypothesis tracking algorithm (see Sec. 3.3.4) which maintains the identity of
each subject over time and fuses both camera views to produce 6 DOF location and pose
for each head. Head movements are then analyzed to predict attention to elements of the
scene (see Sec. 3.3.5). We now describe these elements in more detail.
3.3.1 Face Plus Context Setup
Our goal is to support the capture of a child’s behaviors in the context of interaction across
a tabletop, which is a standard assessment paradigm in psychology. The setup is illustrated
in Fig. 3.1. Young children may sit on a parent’s lap, with the result that the parent is
frequently visible in both cameras. The tabletop serves as a convenient surface for toy
manipulation and also helps to constrain the child’s movement. In this setting, the examiner
administers a set of play protocols by interacting with the child using a set of toys. In the
case of assessing children with autism, the protocols are designed to elicit social behaviors
such as eye contact or pointing, which are key elements of joint attention. This procedure
makes it possible to tap a variety of social behaviors in a well-defined context.
We utilize two cameras to capture the child’s social behaviors. The first camera is
mounted on a tripod and is placed at an angle that covers the table and the people in the
scene. It provides capture of the entire social scene from a fixed vantage point, ensuring
that the child and any toys they are interacting with will be visible at all times. It produces
a lower resolution image of the child, but is still useful for localizing the child in 3D. The
second camera is inconspicuously located in a pair of glasses (Pivothead SMART) worn
by the examiner. The glasses can be filled with a prescription or the lenses can be removed
to provide an unobstructed view. Since the examiner naturally maintains an orientation to
the child at all times, this camera provides continuous high resolution capture of the child’s
face. Moreover, the position of this camera facilitates the detection of eye contact via the
method of [43]. In order to support continuous calibration of the head-worn camera, a
single poster board with black and white patterns (AR Tags) printed on it is attached to one
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wall so that it is visible to both cameras. Note that the addition of the wearable camera and
poster board are all that is needed to convert a standard psychology assessment into our
face plus context scenario.
3.3.2 Camera Pose Estimation
In order to reliably estimate camera pose from different views, we use a marker-based
pose estimation approach using an open-source Augmented Reality (AR) software called
ARToolKit (https://artoolkit.org). This utilizes a square pattern (marker) designed so that it
can be detected easily and its 6-DOF pose relative to the camera can be computed reliably.
Since the pattern can be occluded by the participants, we use 8 square marker patterns,
printed on a single foam board which is mounted on the wall. Fig. 3.3 illustrates this step.
Pose can be estimated from one or more detected markers. This method requires knowledge
of the camera’s intrinsic parameters. We perform checkerboard calibration of the intrinsics
at the start of the session. For the wearable camera, calibration can be done once and reused
across different sessions. The room camera intrinsics need to be recalibrated if the camera
zoom or other settings change.
We considered using a structure-from-motion approach and we evaluated several dif-
ferent SLAM methods [123, 124] on our dataset. Since the videos captured by the POV
camera contain abrupt motions, a narrow camera field-of-view, and a dynamic scene, these
structure-from-motion methods had difficulties in identifying stable features, and primarily
tracked points on the moving humans, which is not useful for camera pose estimation.
According to the reported accuracy of marker-based pose estimation by ARToolKit [125],
our setup is within the range of permissible error (2 degrees). In future work, we could ex-
plore the use of bundle adjustment with the initial pose estimate to improve the accuracy
further.
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Figure 3.3: Camera pose estimation. Green boxes show detected markers used for pose
estimation of a room camera and a wearable camera.
3.3.3 Face Detection and Head Pose Estimation
In each view, faces are detected using the Omron OKAO library (https://www.omron.com).
For each detected face, we use IntraFace [98] to find and track facial landmarks and we use
the Perspective-n-Point algorithm to estimate head pose relative to the camera coordinate
frame. The result is a set of 5-DOF measurements, 3 for the head pose Rfacew in (3.1), and




gives the head pose Rfacew in world coordinates based on the estimated camera pose R
c
w and
the estimated face pose w.r.t. camera Rfacec .
P+ =P T (PP T )−1
X(λ) =P+x+ λC
(3.2)
gives the ray X(λ) passing through the face center (i.e. face ray), based on the camera
center C, the camera projection matrix P , and the image pixel location of the face center
x.
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3.3.4 Data Association and Tracking
One of the challenges in analyzing social interactions is to track each person’s head con-
sistently without confusing one participant for another (i.e. ID-switch errors). We now
describe the multi-target tracking framework we developed to solve this problem. We start
by describing the 6-DOF head state model which defines the state space for tracking and
supports the fusion of observations from both cameras over time.
Head State Model
For each head, we define a state
S = (x, y, z, ẋ, ẏ, ż, ẍ, ÿ, z̈,
q1, q2, q3, q4, r1, r2, r3, ṙ1, ṙ2, ṙ3)
T ,
(3.3)
where x, y, z is location, ẋ, ẏ, ż is velocity, ẍ, ÿ, z̈ is acceleration, q1, q2, q3, q4 is rotation in
quaternion, r1, r2, r3 is angular velocity, and ṙ1, ṙ2, ṙ3 is angular acceleration. Then, each
state is tracked with an Extended Kalman Filter following the process update model in (3.4)
and measurement update model in (3.5). The process update model is














where S−t is predicted state, P
−
t is predicted state covariance, w is process noise, Q is
process noise covariance, f is the function that projects the positional data and angular
velocity linearly, except for q that is updated through a quaternion multiplication with d,
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the difference caused by angular velocity. The measurement update model is
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where h is the function that extracts position and rotation from the state vector, v is mea-
surement noise, K is Kalman gain, R is measurement noise covariance, m is taken mea-
surement, P is updated covariance matrix. Note that we let x, y, z, q be measurables, and
how this measurements are generated and associated is described in detail in the following
section.
Data Association
Initially, per view and per detected face, we have a measurement of 5 degrees of freedom,
m = (X(λ), q1, q2, q3, q4), (3.6)
where q is quaternion of Rfacew in (1) and X(λ) is from (2). For instance, if two faces are
detected in camera 1 and two faces are detected in camera 2, there should be four individual
m’s at that moment. Then, we define a cost function C(m,S) between a pair of m’s and a
state S, considering both geometric and appearance constraints as follows:
C(m,S) = wg × Cg(m,S) + wa × Ca(face, S), (3.7)
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where wg and wa are weight parameters, Cg is Mahalanobis distance between m and S,
which is calculated using P− in (4), and Ca is classification score of a detected face to
the state. In the very first frame, each state is initialized by assigning a face to Sparent as
−1 or to Schild as 1, and a linear regressor is trained online subsequently. With this cost
function, allm’s are assigned to a state S independently per camera. Meanwhile, anmwith
a cost above a certain threshold is discarded to remove spurious detections, incorrect pose
estimations, etc. Note that this matching is done per view, such that anm from a given view
is associated with one state S exclusively (or discarded), but each state can have multiple
m’s from different views. As a result, if one state is assigned two m’s, they are triangulated
to obtain 3D position, and the rotation is interpolated using the slerp algorithm. If only one
m is assigned to a state, the closest 3D point on the line is selected. This is themt used in the
measurement update model (3.5). To reflect the confidence of the final measurement, the
measurement noise covariance R in (3.5) is reduced as the number of m’s used increases.
3.3.5 3D Scene Estimation
In addition to 3D head tracking, we also estimate the location of the table and the toy. We
estimate table pose by using the same approach as in camera pose estimation. In the be-
ginning of each session, a known square pattern is put on the table for a few seconds. This
is sufficient to retrieve table pose as the table does not move throughout session. Addition-
ally, the play protocol we utilized incorporates a set of toys presented at one location on the
table (Fig. 3.5), for which the estimated table pose can be used as well. Additional work
could be done to refine the toy locations further, for example using pose estimation from a
3D model [126] or triangulation with a custom toy-object detector.
3.3.6 Data
In this section, we describe the data used in the chapter and how it was collected and
processed.
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Participants: Participants were recruited and data was collected at Georgia Tech (GT)
and Weill Cornell Medicine (WC). Our dataset consists of eight sessions from typically
developing (TD) children and eight sessions from children with autism. Eight TD children
(3 female) with no known diagnosis of social, developmental, or communication delays
were recruited at GT via community advertising and a parent mailing. Eight children with
a diagnosis of ASD (4 females) were recruited by WC. The diagnosis of ASD was con-
firmed prior to participation by a licensed clinician. TD participants were between 20 and
36 months of age (mean age = 30.8 months), and ASD participants were between 32 and
60 months of age (mean age = 43.8 months). All participants completed play-based assess-
ments during a single visit.
Play Protocol: All participants completed a modified version of the Early Social
Communication Scales [12], a semi-structured, examiner-directed assessment of nonverbal
communication skills in young children. The child is seated, sometimes on a caregiver’s
lap, at a small table across from the examiner. The examiner presents several different toys
and activities to the child, selected because of their potential to elicit joint attention (using
gaze and gestures to share the experience of objects or events with a social partner) and
requesting (using nonverbal behaviors to elicit aid in obtaining objects or events). The toys
include: a) three small wind-up mechanical toys, b) three hand-operated toys, c) a small
car and a ball that will roll easily across the table, d) a book with large distinct pictures on
its pages, and d) colorful posters positioned on the walls to the left, right and behind the
child. The ESCS administration takes about 15-25 minutes to complete.
The present analysis focused on the object spectacle toys, which include three unique
wind-up toys and three hand-operated toys, including a trapeze monkey, a balloon, and a
spintop. For each of the six object spectacle tasks, the examiner places one of the six toys
in the corner of the table to her left, activates the toy for about 5-10 seconds, then allows the
toy to remain inactive for about 5-10 seconds. Per the scoring rules in the ESCS manual,
any time the child shifts their gaze from the active toy to the examiner’s eyes and then
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back to the toy, they are credited with engaging in initiating joint attention. When the toy
becomes inactive, similar shifts of attention are credited as initiating behavior regulation
(i.e., requesting).
Figure 3.4: State update frequency and face detection frequency.
Annotation: Videos of the ESCS assessments from the room camera and the POV
camera were used for manual coding by trained raters to identify each moment when the
child was looking at the toy or making eye contact with the examiner. The start and the end
of each spectacle toy presentation was coded as well. Coders used Mangold International’s
Interact annotation software (https://www.mangold-international.com/en/software/interact)
to identify these moments and mark the onsets and offsets at the video frame level.
3.4 Results
In this section, we report quantitative and qualitative evaluations of our approach.
3.4.1 Head Tracking Statistics
We first evaluated the performance of our system by calculating overall tracking statistics.
We ran the tracker on 15-25 minute-long sessions of 16, which resulted in 1,152,600 total
frames. Among these, the child head state model has been updated with new measurements
87.6% of the time, meaning that the child’s face was successfully detected in 87.6% of
the frames. Within this detection rate, 80.1% of face detection is from the room camera
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Figure 3.5: Social signals captured by our system. Three axes of red, green, and blue
represent child’s head pose. First column shows the 3D head trajectory during 4 seconds in
the direction of the arrow. Row 1: Wind-up toy is presented and the child is requesting the
examiner to give it to him by making eye contact. Row 2: Examiner is pointing to a poster
and the child is following. Row 3: Examiner is choosing a toy and the child is peeking over
the table.
and 67.5% is from the POV camera. The reasons why it is lower in the POV camera
are: A) limited field of view, B) camera viewpoint change, and C) motion blur. While
B) naturally occurs following wearer’s head movements, A) and C) can be improved with
the advances of wearable camera technology. Despite these challenges, the inclusion of a
wearable camera adds great value to the system overall. This can be seen in Fig. 3.4, which
identifies frames in which face detection failed for the room camera (vertical white lines in
the middle row) but succeeded for the POV camera (last row) leading to greatly increased
state updates (top row is more dense than either face detection row alone). This finding
confirms the effectiveness of our face plus context setup.
3.4.2 Qualitative Results
Children show a wide range of head movements in the course of ESCS. This can be ob-
served by visualizing the 3D head trajectories and their reprojections on the input videos.
As shown in Fig. 3.5, children use a broad range of head and body movements to commu-
nicate with people and achieve their goals. As a consequence, our videos comprise a rich,
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dynamic, and densely-sampled (60 Hz frame rate) database of social motion in a variety of
contexts.
Figure 3.6: IMU vs. video-based head tracker.
To further evaluate our method, we collected videos during a short ESCS session in
which an IMU sensor was tightly-attached to head. The results from this experiment (see
Fig. 3.6) indicate that the head motions measured by the IMU sensor and follow a very
similar pattern to our head tracking system (mean error = 0.12, variance = 0.08, in radians).
3.4.3 Detection of Gaze Shift for Joint Attention
To assess the viability of using head pose estimates to measure gaze shifts, we devised
a simple detector for moments when the child looks at a spectacle toy and subsequently
makes an eye contact with the examiner. This type of gaze shift is known as initiating joint
attention (IJA). IJA is more frequent in TD than in ASD and is correlated with language
outcomes. During ESCS object spectacle tasks, toys are presented at a known 3D location
at the corner of the table. We trained a classifier to analyze the head tracking data and detect
the child’s shifts of attention from the toy to the examiner. Specifically, we identified time
segments in which the child’s yaw angle decreased (segments from cyan up to red point
of Fig. 3.7-2), and created features using the distances from child’s head z-vector to the
examiner and toy (green and red curve of Fig. 3.7-1). Each segment was labeled as an IJA
shift or not based on the ground truth annotations. 10% of the 1665 total segments are IJA
shifts. We trained a binary SVM classifier using 20% of the samples, obtaining the ROC
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Figure 3.7: Gaze shift detection. Left figure shows how measurements change over time
when there is a gaze shift from toy to examiner. Middle figure shows how a segment is
selected at testing time for gaze shift detection. Right figure is an ROC curve showing our
gaze detector’s performance.
curve in Fig. 3.7-3. The detector performed equally well on both diagnostic groups (AUC
score 0.78 for TD, 0.8 for ASD). Moreover, the predicted total number of gaze shifts per
subject is correlated with the ground truth gaze shift counts (p-values: TD < 0.005, ASD
< 0.0077, All < 0.0007).
3.4.4 3D Attention Map
We developed a method for generating a 3D attention density map to support additional
visualization and understanding of our collected measures. We begin by creating a 3D
volumetric scalar field to represent the gaze density at any 3D point in the interaction space.
We utilize a gaze model similar to [127], wherein the gaze vector is assumed to lie in a
cone-shaped distribution emanating from the center of two eyes, capturing the uncertainty
in head pose and eye gaze. The head pose estimate from our system directly gives a 3D
vector (Z axis of the head coordinate system) emanating from the center of the eyes in the
direction of the front of the head. The uncertainty in the actual gaze direction with respect
to the head pose estimate is represented by a Gaussian distribution on a plane normal to the
head direction vector.
For computational feasibility, the volumetric scalar field is discretized into 3D voxels
(which are analogous to pixels in a 2D image). For speed and memory efficiency, we use a
5123 voxel array to represent the entire the 3D interaction space. Each voxel stores a scalar
score representing the likelihood of gaze at that voxel. The scores are initialized to zero
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and recursively updated for all head pose estimates. With our cone-shaped gaze distribution
model, each voxel’s gaze likelihood score is updated according to the voxel’s 3D location
with respect to the gaze distribution. The scores are simply aggregated across head pose
estimates to produce the final cumulative 3D gaze likelihood. Given this representation,
we can compute a heat-map on any 3D surface by extracting a slice through the attention
density map. An advantage of this 3D volumetric approach is that it can accommodate any
other arbitrary gaze model.
Fig. 3.8 gives an example of the application of our attention model to a sequence in
which a child is reaching for a toy. The cone-shaped gaze distribution in 3D space and its
reprojection on the image are shown. Fig. 3.9 illustrates the process of cumulative map
generation over a period of time and the final cumulative volumetric map sliced along
the table surface, reprojected on a room camera image, and color-coded in heat map color
scheme. This example corresponds to a toy presentation period, explaining the high density
at the corner where the toy is observed, and a smaller peak in the vicinity of the examiner.
Figure 3.8: Visualization of our gaze distribution model when a child reaching for a
toy. Bottom row shows it in the reconstructed 3D space and top row shows it by reproject-
ing the model on actual image.
Figure 3.9: Cumulative attention map during a toy presentation period. The cumula-
tive map generation process and the final heat map along the table plane.
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3.5 Conclusion
We have presented a novel method for automatically capturing children’s head motion in
face-to-face naturalistic social interactions. Our flexible camera setup and automated track-
ing framework makes our system especially suitable for the large-scale capture of children’s
social interactions. Our method has been successfully applied to 16 sessions that include
typically developing children and children with autism, during naturalistic play interactions
with an adult examiner. Our experimental results demonstrate that our 3D head tracking
approach is effective in measuring children’s social behavior, and we present promising
results for detecting gaze shifts based on head motion.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERALIZED ATTENTION TARGET DETECTION
Figure 4.1: Visual attention target detection over time. We propose to solve the problem
of identifying gaze targets in video. The goal of this problem is to predict the location of
visually attended region (green dot) in every frame, given a track of an individual’s head
(green box). It includes the cases where such target is out of frame (row-col: 1-2, 1-3, 2-1),
in which case the model should correctly infer its absence.
4.1 Introduction
Gaze behavior is a critically-important aspect of human social behavior, visual navigation,
and interaction with the 3D environment [20, 128]. While monitor-based and wearable eye
trackers are widely-available, they are not sufficient to support the large-scale collection of
naturalistic gaze data in contexts such as face-to-face social interactions or object manipu-
lation in 3D environments. Wearable eye trackers are burdensome to participants and bring
issues of calibration, compliance, cost, and battery life.
Recent works have demonstrated the ability to measure gaze behavior directly from
video, with the potential to greatly increase the scalability of naturalistic gaze measurement.
A key step in this direction was the work by Recasens et al. [129], which demonstrated the
ability to detect the attention target of each person within a single image. This approach was
extended in [130] to handle out-of-frame gaze targets, and other related works include [131,
132, 133]. This approach is attractive because it can leverage head pose features, as well
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as the saliency of potential gaze targets, in order to resolve ambiguities in gaze estimation.
A key limitation is the restriction to working on single images.
This paper develops a spatiotemporal approach to gaze target prediction which models
the temporal dynamics of gaze from video data. Fig 4.1 illustrates our goal: For each per-
son in each video frame we estimate where they are looking, including the correct treatment
of out-of-frame gaze targets. The ability to model gaze from videos is crucial, because it
is the shifts in gaze over time that define key aspects of social behavior [21] and charac-
terize human task performance [128, 134]. Furthermore, this approach has the benefit of
linking gaze estimation to the broader tasks of action recognition and dynamic visual scene
understanding.
An alternative to the dynamic prediction of gaze targets is to directly classify specific
categories of gaze behaviors from video [135, 136, 137, 138, 139]. This approach treats
gaze analysis as an action detection problem, for actions such as mutual gaze [135, 136,
137] or shared attention to an object [138]. While these methods have the advantage of
leveraging holistic visual cues in detecting complex gaze behaviors of interest, they are
limited by the need to pre-specify and label the target behaviors. In contrast, our approach
of predicting gaze targets gives more flexibility in modeling domain-specific gaze behav-
iors, such as the assessments of social gaze used in autism research [12, 140].
A key challenge in tackling the dynamic estimation of gaze targets in video is the lack
of suitable datasets containing ground truth gaze annotations in the context of rich, real-
world examples of complex time-varying gaze behaviors. We address this challenge by
introducing the VideoAttentionTarget dataset, which contains 1,331 video sequences of
annotated dynamic gaze tracks of people in diverse situations.
Our approach to spatiotemporal gaze target prediction has two parts. First, we present
a novel spatial reasoning architecture to improve the accuracy of target localization. The
architecture is composed of a scene convolutional layer that is regulated by the head convo-
lutional layer via an attention mechanism [141], such that the model focuses on the scene
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region that the head is oriented to. The spatial module improves the state-of-the-art result
on the GazeFollow benchmark (image, within-field-of-view target only) by a considerable
margin. Second, we extend the model in the temporal dimension through the addition of
ConvLSTM networks. This model outperforms multiple baselines on our novel VideoAt-
tentionTarget dataset. The software, models and dataset will be made freely-available for
research purposes.
We further demonstrate the value of our architecture by using the predicted heatmap
from our model for social gaze recognition tasks. Specifically, we experimented on two
tasks; 1. Automated behavioral coding of social gaze of young children in clinical assess-
ment setting. 2. Detection of shared attention in social scenes. In the first experiment,
our heatmap features were found to be the most effective among multiple baselines for
attention shift detection. In the second experiment, our approach achieved state-of-the-art
performance on the VideoCoAtt dataset [138]. Both results validate the feasibility and ef-
fectiveness of leveraging our gaze target prediction model for gaze behavior recognition
tasks. In summary, we make the following contributions:
• A novel spatio-temporal deep learning architecture that learns to predict dynamic
gaze targets in video
• A new VideoAttentionTarget dataset, containing dense annotations of attention tar-
gets with complex patterns of gaze behavior
• Demonstration that our model’s predicted attention map can achieve state-of-the art
results on VideoCoAtt and two social gaze behavior recognition tasks
4.2 Related Work
We organize the related work into three areas: gaze target prediction, gaze behavior recog-
nition, and applications to social gaze analysis. Our focus is gaze target prediction, but
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(a) Example frames and annotations
Target Location Density
Head Size Histogram




Figure 4.2: Overview of novel VideoAttentionTarget dataset (a) Example sequences il-
lustrating the per-frame annotations of each person (bounding box) and their corresponding
gaze target (solid dot). (b) Annotation statistics: top - annotated gaze target location distri-
bution in image coordinates, middle - histogram of directions of gaze targets relative to the
head center, bottom - histogram of head sizes measured as the ratio of the bounding box
area to the frame size.
we also provide results for behavior recognition in a social gaze setting (see Secs. 4.4.3
and 4.4.4).
Gaze Target Prediction: One key distinction between previous works on gaze target
prediction is whether the attention target is located in a 2D image [129, 131, 132, 130, 133]
or 3D space [142, 143, 144, 145, 146]. Our work addresses the 2D case. The closest works
to ours are [129, 133, 132, 130, 131], and we discuss each in detail. Authors of [129]
were among the first to demonstrate how a deep model can learn to find the gaze target in
the image. Saran et al. [132] adapt the method of [129] to a human-robot interaction task.
They collect a novel dataset with a robot but do not report results on the standard bench-
mark datasets. Chong et al. [130] extends the approach of [129] to address out-of-frame
gaze targets and presents architectural improvements that lead to improved performance on
the GazeFollow dataset. In [133], they enhance [129] by considering body pose. A key
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difference between [133, 132, 130, 129] and our approach is that we explicitly model the
gaze behavior over time and report results for gaze target prediction in video.
Our problem formulation and network architecture are most closely-related to [130]. In
addition to our focus on temporal gaze prediction, three other key differences with [130]
are 1) that we do not supervise with gaze angles; 2) therefore we greatly simplify the
training process; and 3) we present an improved architecture. In terms of architecture,
1) we use head features to regulate the spatial pooling of the scene image via an attention
mechanism; 2) we use a head location map instead of one-hot position vector; and 3) we use
deconvolutions instead of a grid output to predict a fine-grained heatmap. Our experiments
show that these innovations result in improved performance on GazeFollow (i.e., for static
images, see Table 4.2) and on our novel video attention dataset (see Table 4.3).
Recasens et al. [131] shares our goal of inferring gaze targets from video. In contrast to
our work, they address the case where the gaze target is primarily visible at a later point in
time, after the camera pans or there is a shot change. While movies commonly include such
indirect gaze targets, they are rare in the social behavior analysis tasks that motivate this
work (see Fig. 4.9). Our work is complementary to [131], in that it leverages the temporal
dynamics of gaze to infer within-frame gaze targets.
Several works address the inference of 3D gaze targets [142, 143, 146]. In this set-
ting, the identification of an out-of-frame gaze target can be made by relying on certain
assumptions about the scene such as the target object’s location or its motion. The 3D gaze
target may also be inferred in a joint learning framework such as the simultaneous infer-
ence of 3D attention, intention and task [144] or people’s location, gaze direction and target
location [145].
Gaze Behavior Recognition: An alternative to inferring the target gaze location is
to directly infer a gaze-related behavior of interest. For example, several approaches have
been developed to detect if two people are looking at each other [135, 136, 137], or to
detect if more than two people are looking at a common target [147, 138]. Recently, Fan
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et al. [139] propose a new problem of recognizing atomic-level gaze behavior when human
gaze interactions are categorized into six classes such as avert, refer, and follow.
In contrast to approaches that directly infer gaze behavior, our method provides a dense
mid-level representation of attention for each person in a video. Thus our approach is
complementary to these works, and we demonstrate in Secs. 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 that our gaze
representation has utility for gaze behavior classification.
Social Gaze Detection in Clinical Settings: One motivation for our work is the op-
portunity for automated measurements of gaze behavior to inform research and clinical
practice in understanding and treating developmental conditions such as autism [92, 148].
In this setting, automated analysis can remove the burden of laborious gaze coding that is
commonplace in autism research, and enable a more fine-grained analysis of gaze behav-
ior in clinical populations. Prior work in this area has leveraged the ability to analyze head
orientation [149, 67, 150] to infer children’s attention and have developed solutions for spe-
cific settings [151, 152, 153]. Prior works have also addressed the detection of eye contact
and mutual gaze in the context of dementia care [154, 155] and autism [43, 38]. Other work
has analyzed mutual gaze in group interactions for inferring rapport [156]. In contrast to
these works, our focus is to first develop a general approach to gaze target identification in
video, and then explore its utility in estimating clinically-important social behaviors during
face-to-face interactions between an adult examiner and a child. We believe are the first to
present results (in Sec. 4.4.3) for automatically detecting clinically-meaningful social gaze
shifts without a wearable camera or an eye tracker.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 VideoAttentionTarget Dataset
In this section we describe our novel VideoAttentionTarget dataset that was created specif-
ically for the task of video gaze target modeling. Some example frames, annotations and


























Figure 4.3: Spatiotemporal architecture for gaze prediction. It consists of a head con-
ditioning branch which regulates the main scene branch using an attention mechanism.
A recurrent module generates a heatmap that is modulated by a scalar, which quantifies
whether the gaze target is in-frame. Displayed is an example of in-frame gaze from the
GazeFollow dataset.
In order to ensure that our dataset reflects the natural diversity of gaze behavior, we
gathered videos from various sources including interviews, sitcoms, reality shows, and
movie clips, all of which were available on YouTube. Videos from 50 different shows
were selected. From each source video, we extracted short clips that contain dynamic gaze
behavior without scene transitions (shot cuts). The length of the clips varies between 2-20
seconds at 25 fps.
For each clip, annotators first labeled tracks of head bounding boxes for each person in
each frame. This resulted in 1,331 tracks comprising 164,541 frame-level bounding boxes.
In the second pass, the annotators labeled the gaze target as a point in each frame for
each annotated person. They also had the option to mark if the target was located outside
the video frame (including the case where the subject was looking at the camera). This
produced 109,574 in-frame gaze targets and 54,967 out-of-frame gaze annotations. All
frames in all clips were annotated using custom software by a team of four annotators, with
each frame annotated once.
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A testing set was constructed by holding out approximately 20% of the annotations (10
shows, 298 tracks, 31,978 gaze annotations), ensuring no overlap of shows between the
train and test splits. In order to characterize the variability in human annotations of gaze
targets, two annotators additionally labelled each of the frames in the testing set for samples
that were not annotated by that particular annotator, resulting in three independent sets of
annotations for all testing frames.
4.3.2 Spatiotemporal Gaze Architecture
Our architecture is composed of three mains parts. A head conditioning branch, a main
scene branch and a recurrent attention prediction module. An illustration of the archi-
tecture is shown in Fig. 4.3.
Head Conditioning Branch The head conditioning branch computes a head feature map
from the crop of the head of the person of interest in the image. The “Head Conv” part of
the network is a ResNet-50 [64] followed by an additional residual layer and an average
pooling layer. A binary image of the head position, with black pixels designating the head
bounding box and white pixels on the rest of the image, is reduced using three successive
max pooling operations and flattened. We found that the binary image encoded the location
and relative depth of the head in the scene more effectively than the position encoding used
in previous works. The head feature map is concatenated with this head position feature.
An attention map is then computed by passing these two concatenated features through a
fully-connected layer which we call the “Attention Layer”.
Main Scene Branch A scene feature map is computed using the “Scene Conv” part of
this branch of the network, which is identical to the “Head Conv” network previously de-
scribed. This scene feature map is multiplied by the attention map computed by the head
conditioning branch. This enables the model to learn to pay more attention to the scene
features that are more likely to be attended to, based on the properties of the head. In
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comparison to [130], our approach results in earlier fusion of the scene and head infor-
mation. The head feature map is additionally concatenated to the weighted scene feature
map. Finally, the concatenated features are encoded using two convolutional layers in the
“Encode” module.
Recurrent Attention Prediction Module After encoding, the model integrates temporal
information from a sequence of frames using a convolutional Long Short-Term Memory
network [157], which designated as “Conv-LSTM” in Fig. 4.3. A deconvolutional network
comprised of four deconvolution layers, designated as the “Deconv” module, upsamples
the features computed by the convolutional LSTM into a full-sized feature map. We found
that this approach yields finer details than the grid-based map used in [130].
Heatmap Modulation The full-sized feature map is then modulated by a scalar which
quantifies whether the person’s focus of attention is located inside or outside the frame, with
higher values indicating out-of-frame attention. This “out-of-frame” scalar is computed
from the scene branch before encoding, by the “In Frame?” module in Fig. 4.3, which
consists of two convolutional layers followed by a fully-connected layer. The modulation is
performed by an element-wise subtraction of the “out-of-frame” scalar from the normalized
full-sized feature map, followed by clipping the heatmap values to 0. This yields the final
heatmap which quantifies the location and intensity of the predicted attention target in the
frame. In Fig. 4.3 we overlay the final heatmap on the input image for visualization.
Implementation Details We implemented our model in PyTorch. The input to the model
is resized to 224×224 and normalized. The Attention Layer outputs 7×7 spatial soft-
attention weights. The Encode and In Frame modules use 1×1 conv layers. The ConvL-
STM module uses four ConvLSTM layers with 3×3 kernels, which produces the heatmap
of size 64×64. Further model specifications are available in the supplementary document.
For supervision, we place a Gaussian weight (σ=3) around the center of the target to
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create the ground truth heatmap. Heatmap Loss is computed using MSE loss if the target is
in frame per ground truth. The In Frame Loss is computed with binary cross entropy loss.
The sum of the two losses is used for backpropagation.
Training is performed in a two-step process. First, the model is globally trained on the
GazeFollow dataset until convergence. Second, it is subsequently trained on the VideoAt-
tentionTarget dataset, while freezing the Scene Conv and Head Conv modules to prevent
overfitting. We used random flip, color jitter and crop augmentations.
4.3.3 Baseline: Joint Learning of Gaze and Saliency
This section briefly describes the image-based model for attention target detection which is










Figure 4.4: Overview of the architecture. Full scene image, a person’s face location
whose visual attention we want to predict, and the corresponding close-up face image is
provided as input. Scene and face images go through separate convolutional layers in such
a way that (a) (b) and (c) contribute to person-centric saliency, and (b) and (d) contribute
to gaze angle prediction. In the very last layer, the final feature vectors for these two tasks
are combined to estimate how likely the person is actually fixating at a gaze target within
the observable scene.
Model
The inputs given to the model are the entire image, the subject’s cropped face and the
location of the face of the subject whose attention we want to estimate. The two images are
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resized to 227×227 so that the face can be observed in higher resolution by the network.
Face position is available in terms of the (x, y) full image coordinates. These coordinates
are quantized into a 13×13 grid and then flattened to a 169 dimensional 1-hot vector.
The model consists of two convolutional (conv) pathways: a face pathway (Figure 4.4-
d) and a scene pathway (Figure 4.4-c). ResNet 50 [158] is used as a backbone network for
the conv pathways (Figure 4.4-a and b). Specifically we use all conv layers of ResNet50 for
each of our conv pathways. After each ResNet50 block we add three conv layers (1x1, fol-
lowed by 3x3, followed by 1x1) with ReLu and batch norm - with stride 1 and no padding.
The blue conv layers represented in (c) have filter depth of 512, 128 and 1 respectively.
The purple and red conv layers after the face pathway (represented in (c) and (d)) have
filter depth of 512, 128 and 16. These conv layers serve to reduce the dimensionality of the
features extracted by the ResNet50 backbone networks.
In the face pathway, the feature vector computed with the face input image goes through
a fully connected layer to predict the gaze angle represented using yaw and pitch intrinsic
Euler angles. In the scene pathway, the feature vectors extracted from the whole image as
well as from the face image are concatenated with the face position input vector to learn
the person-centric heatmap. Similarly to face position, the ground truth used for learning
the heatmap is available as a gaze target position in (x, y) coordinates which is quantized
into 10 grids in each dimension.
Lastly, the input vectors to the last layer of each pathway are concatenated and go into
the final fully connected layer to estimate the “strength” of the fixation ie. how likely it is
that the person is actually fixating at a gaze target within the observable scene. The training
label for this value is equal to 1 for a fixation inside of the image and 0 when the subject is
looking outside of the scene. We also explore alternative model architectures and restrict









Figure 4.5: Illustration of the project and compare loss. If the estimated angle is close
to the actual one, the projected gaze angle on the image should also be close to the vector
connecting the head position to the gaze target.
Loss
As our model predicts gaze angle, saliency map and the fixation likelihood, we need to
apply appropriate loss functions for each task. For the angle regression task we use an L1
loss, and for the other two tasks we use a cross entropy loss. Moreover, we recognize that
the gaze angle and fixation target predictions are closely related. Based on their relationship
additional constraints can be imposed to augment the training loss signal. Namely, when
the subject is looking at a target, the actual gaze is a ray from the subject’s head to the gaze
target. This ray can be projected onto the image. It becomes a 2D vector coming from the
subject’s head to the target exemplified by the blue vector in Figure 4.5. If the estimated
angle is close to the actual one, the projected gaze angle on the image (orange vector in
Figure 4.5) should also be close to the blue vector. The proximity of the two vectors is
measured using the cosine distance. We call this the project and compare loss.
Cross-Domain Datasets and Training Procedure
The largest challenge in training our model is the lack of availability of training examples.
Although there are a couple of existing datasets that are suitable for training certain parts of
our network, no single dataset contains all of the information that we need to train the full
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Figure 4.6: Examples of datasets used to train the model. Left two: SynHead, middle
two: EYEDIAP, right two: GazeFollow.
model. Therefore, we leverage three different datasets, namely, GazeFollow [129], EYE-
DIAP [159], and SynHead [160]. We selectively train different sub-parts of our network
at a time depending on the available supervisory information within a training batch. See
Figure 4.6 to see sample images from each dataset.
GazeFollow [129] is a real-world image dataset with manual annotations of the loca-
tions where people are looking. The images are taken from other major datasets such as
MS COCO [161] and PASCAL [162]. As a result, the images cover a wide range of scenes,
people, and gaze directions. However, the actual 3D gaze angles are not available. Further-
more, images where subjects are looking outside of the image frame are not distinguished
and all images have a fixation annotation inside of the frame. Although it is mentioned in
[129] that if the annotators indicated that the person was looking outside the image, the
image would be discarded, we notice that there are a considerable number of images in
which persons appear to be looking outside of the frame. Therefore, we added additional
annotations to this dataset in the form of a binary indicator label for “looking inside” or
“looking outside” for every image. In total, we identified 14,564 images correspond to the
“looking outside” case which is approximately 11.6% of the total training samples. We
have publicly released our additional annotations along with this paper.
EYEDIAP [159] dataset is designed for the evaluation of the gaze estimation task. It
has videos of 16 different subjects with full face and background visible in a laboratory
environment. Each subject was asked to look at a specific target point on a monitor screen
and the 3D gaze angle was annotated by leveraging camera calibration and face depth
measurement from depth camera. This dataset contains precise 3D gaze angles for frames
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where the person is fixating the target point. The dataset also contains video of the subjects
looking at a 3D ball target instead of 2D screen target point, but we exclude these ball
sessions from our experiments in order to conduct a fairer comparison with prior work.
We randomly hold out four subjects for test and use the rest of the sessions for training.
Since subjects were looking at a screen, all of the frames can be considered as looking
outside the image. However, since the dataset has been collected in a controlled setting the
backgrounds are primarily white and there is not a lot of variety in lighting or pose. Also,
measured gaze angles range between −40◦ to 40◦ which is rather limited.
NVIDIA SynHead [160] is a synthetic dataset created for the head pose estimation task.
The dataset contains 510,960 frames of 70 head motion tracks rendered using 10 individual
head models. The gaze of the head is fixed and aligned with the head pose, thus we use the
labeled 3D head pose as the gaze angle ground truth. One of the advantages of a synthetic
dataset is the ability to insert different images in the background. We randomly generated
15% from the total frames augmented with provided natural scene backgrounds and regard
all as “looking outside” examples. The main reason we include SynHead in training is
because it complements the EYEDIAP dataset, as the angle ranges are larger, between
−90◦ and 90◦, and it can include more diverse backgrounds. Since head pose estimation is
not a focus of this paper we do not set aside a test set and use SynHead entirely for training.
Dataset details are also summarized in Table 4.1.
Since each dataset is relevant only to certain subtasks, we only update the relevant parts
of the network based on which dataset the training sample is from, while freezing other
irrelevant layers during back-propagation. Specifically, when learning gaze angle estima-
tion, we only update the angle pathway (b) and (d) in Figure 4.4, when learning saliency we
update the scene pathway (a), (b) and (c) while freezing all other layers. Similarly, when
training fixation likelihood we only update the layer (e) in Figure 4.4. We found that this
selective back-propagation scheme is critical in achieving good performance.
In every batch, we draw random samples from all of the datasets shuffled together
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Table 4.1: Datasets used in the experiments and the number of samples in the training and
testing split, as well as the percentage of each split containing people looking inside vs
outside.
Dataset Training set Test set
in vs out in vs out
GazeFollow [129] 125,557 88.4% vs 11.6% 4,782 100% vs 0%
EYEDIAP [159] 72,613 0% vs 100% 18,153 0% vs 100%
SynHead [160] 75,400 0% vs 100% - -
MMDB [11] - - 4,965 41.4% vs 58.6%
and perform three separate back-propagation for the three outputs as just described. In
the beginning, both convolutional pathways were initialized using a ResNet50 model pre-
trained on the ImageNet classification task [163]. We use the Adam optimization algorithm
with a learning rate of 2.5e−4 and a batch size of 36. Training usually converges within 12
epochs.
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Table 4.2: Spatial module evaluation on the GazeFollow dataset for single image gaze
target prediction.
Method AUC Avg Distance Min Distance
Random 0.504 0.484 0.391
Center 0.633 0.313 0.230
Judd [164] 0.711 0.337 0.250
GazeFollow [129] 0.878 0.190 0.113
Chong [130] 0.896 0.187 0.112
Ours 0.920 0.143 0.079
Human 0.924 0.096 0.040
Table 4.3: Quantitative model evaluation on our VideoAttentionTarget dataset.
Method
spatial out of frame
AUC L2 Dist. Average Precision
Random 0.505 0.458 0.621
Fixed bias 0.728 0.326 0.624
Chong [130] 0.850 0.193 0.705
Chong [130]+LSTM 0.863 0.171 0.712
No head position 0.835 0.169 0.827
No head features 0.758 0.258 0.714
No attention map 0.717 0.226 0.774
No fusion 0.853 0.165 0.817
No temporal 0.864 0.147 0.858
Ours full 0.882 0.128 0.860
Human 0.921 0.051 0.925
4.4 Results
We conducted four experiments to evaluate the performance of our method. Sec. 4.4.1 uses
just the spatial component of our model on the GazeFollow dataset. Sec. 4.4.2 uses the
full spatiotemporal model on the VideoAttentionTarget dataset. Sec. 4.4.3 uses the model
output to classify clinically-relevant social behaviors in a sample of toddlers. Sec. 4.4.4
uses the model to detect shared attention in the VideoCoAtt dataset. Our method produces
state-of-the-art results on all datasets in all experiments.
Evaluation in Secs. 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 follow the protocol from [130] which we review.
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There are three performance meausures: AUC, Distance, and Out-of-Frame AP. AUC:
Each cell in the spatially-discretized image is classified as gaze target or not. The ground
truth comes from thresholding a Gaussian confidence mask centered at the human annota-
tor’s target location. The final heatmap provides the confidence score which is evaluated at
different thresholds in the ROC curve. Distance: L2 distance between the annotated tar-
get location and the prediction given by the pixel of maximum value in the heatmap, with
image width and height normalized to 1. AUC and Distance are computed whenever there
is an in-frame ground truth gaze target (the heatmap always has a max). Out-of-Frame
AP: The average precision is computed for the prediction score from the “out-of-frame”
scalar (described in Sec. 4.3.2) against the ground truth, computed in every frame. Final
measures are the average across the annotators. We also evaluate the performance of the
annotators (Human performance) across all three measures. This is done by comparing
annotator predictions in all pairs and averaging them. This is analogous to the kappa score
used to measure inter-rater reliability, but specialized for our performance measures.
4.4.1 Spatial Module Evaluation
We evaluate the static part of our model on single image gaze target prediction using the
GazeFollow dataset [129], and compare against prior methods. GazeFollow contains anno-
tations of person heads and gaze locations in a diverse set of images. To train the model, we
used the annotation labels from [130] which were adjusted to additionally specify whether
the annotated gaze target is out-of-frame. In order to make a fair comparison, we only use
the GazeFollow dataset for training and do not include our new dataset.
The results in Table 4.2 demonstrate the value of our architectural choices in the spatial
model component. We outperform previous methods by a significant margin. In fact,
our AUC of 0.92 is quite close to the AUC of 0.924 obtained by human. Qualitatively,
visualization of the learned weights of the attention layer reveals that the model has learned
to effectively make use of the facial orientation information for weighting scene features,
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Input Learned soft-attention weight Final heatmap
Figure 4.7: Visualization of head-conditioned attention with corresponding input and fi-
nal output. The attention layer captures and leverages the head pose information to regulate
the model’s prediction.
as shown in Fig. 4.7.
4.4.2 Spatiotemporal Model Evaluation
We evaluate our full spatio-temporal model on the new VideoAttentionTarget dataset. Ta-
ble 4.3 summarizes the experimental results. The first block of rows shows baseline tests
and comparison with previous methods; Random is when the prediction is made at 50%
chance, and Fixed bias is when the bias present in the dataset (Fig 4.2b) is utilized. The
method of [130], which is the existing non-temporal gaze target estimator, is compared
both as-is and using an additional LSTM layer on top. The second set of rows in the table
shows ablation study results by disabling key components of our model one at a time; No
head position is when the head position image is not used. No head features is when the
head feature map from the Head Conv module is not provided. In this case, the attention
map is made using only the head position. No attention map is when attention map is not
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Input Initial Modulated Prediction vs GT
Figure 4.8: Gaze target prediction results on example frames. Initial denotes the first
output of the deconvolution, Modulated shows the adjusted heatmap after modulation. Fi-
nal prediction (yellow) and ground truth (red) are presented in the last column. Rows 1,
3, 4 depict properly predicted within-image gaze target, row 2 shows correctly identified
nonexistent gaze target in frame, and the last row is an example of failure case where it
predicts a fixated target in the image due to the lack of sense of depth when the subject is
actually looking outside.
produced therefore the scene feature map is uniformly weighted. No fusion is when the
head feature map is only used to produce attention map and not concatenated with scene
feature map for encoding. No temporal is when ConvLSTM is not used. This quantitative
analysis demonstrates that our proposed model strongly outperforms previous methods as
well as the presented baselines. All components of the model are crucial to achieving the
best performance, and the head convolutional pathway and the attention mechanism were
found to have the biggest contribution. Qualitative results are presented in Fig. 4.8.
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4.4.3 Detecting the Social Bids of Toddlers
Motivation Eye contact and joint attention are among the earliest social skills to emerge
in human development [165], and are closely-related to language learning [166] and socio-
emotional development [167]. Children with autism exhibit difficulty in modulating gaze
during social interactions [22, 168, 169], and social gaze is assessed as part of the diagno-
sis and treatment of autism. This is usually done qualitatively or through laborious manual
methods. The ability to automatically quantify children’s social gaze would offer signifi-
cant benefits for clinicians and researchers.
Toddler Dataset We collected a dataset of 20 toddlers (10 with an autism diagnosis,
10 female, mean age 36.4 months) who were video-recorded during dyadic social inter-
actions. Each participant completed an assessment known as the ESCS [12], which was
administered by trained examiners. The ESCS is a semi-structured play protocol designed
to elicit nonverbal social communication behaviors. Parents provided written consent for
data collection and processing.
Five expert raters annotated all of the child’s gaze shifts consisting of looks to toys and
looks to the examiner’s face at the frame level. Based on this per-frame annotation, a toy-
to-eyes gaze shift event is inferred if the gaze target changes from the toy to the examiner’s
face within 700 milliseconds. In total, the dataset contains 623 shift events during 221
minute long recording. Our task was to detect these toy-to-eyes gaze shifts and reject all
other types of gaze shifts which the child made during the session. The toy-to-eyes shifts
are relevant to child development because they can be further classified into different types
of joint attention based on the context in which they are produced [12]. Joint attention is
a key construct for the development of social communication. Our experiment provides
preliminary evidence for the feasibility of automatically identifying such gaze-based joint
attention events from video.
Experimental setup and results Given the toddlers dataset, we conducted experiments
to see how an automated method can be used to retrieve gaze shift events. Two types of
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Figure 4.9: Heatmap output of our model on toddlers video.
approaches for shift detection are explored. The first approach is to detect a shift in a
two-step process where we initially classify the type of attended object - among toy, eyes,
and elsewhere - in every frame with a ResNet-50 image classifier, and then apply an event
classifier on top of it over a temporal window to conclusively find the gaze shift from toy to
eyes. A random forest model is used for the event classifier. For the second approach, we
try detecting a shift event in an end-to-end manner, using the I3D model [170] since gaze
shift can be viewed as a special case of a human action.
For both approaches, we compare shift detection performance when the inputs to the
models are 1. the plain RGB image, 2. image and head position, and 3. image and heatmap
produced by our attention network (Fig. 4.9). For 2 and 3 the head position or heatmap
is concatenated depth-wise to the RGB image as a 4th channel in grayscale. CNN layers
of ResNet were pretrained on ImageNet [163] and those of I3D were pretrained on Kinet-
ics [10]. The child’s head was detected and recognized using [99]. A sliding window size
of 64 frames was used during training. For validation, we adopted 5-fold subject-wise cross
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validation in which 4 subjects were held out in each validation set.
Table 4.4: Gaze coding detection results on the toddlers dataset. As shown, our heatmap

















I3D on RGB+head 0.475 0.500
I3D on RGB+heatmap 0.559 0.710
Human (clinical experts) 0.903 0.922
Table 4.4 summarizes the results of our experiment with the precision and recall of
gaze shift detection. Interestingly, in general the 2D-CNN-based approach outperformed
the 3D-CNN method, which is presumably due to the complexity of I3D and relatively less
training data. Although as a human we can easily tell a child’s gaze behavior given the plain
image, our experiments show that the added heatmap information is a useful feature to have
for this task. Nevertheless, there still exists a noticeable gap between human performance,
implying the need for further research on this problem. The next possible steps include the
modeling of depth and body posture and addition of different view points.
4.4.4 Detecting Shared Attention in Social Scenes
As an additional application of our system on real-world problems, we apply our model to
infer shared attention in the scene. We use the VideoCoAtt dataset [138] to benchmark our
performance on this task. This dataset has 113,810 test frames that are annotated with the
target location when it is simultaneously attended by two or more people.
Given that our model does not have a head detection module as in [138], we use a pub-
licly available off-the-shelf head detector [137] to automatically generate the input subject
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Figure 4.10: Constructed shared attention map by adding up individual heatmaps of all
people in the image. Samples are from VideoCoAtt dataset.
head positions. We did not choose to fine-tune our model on the VideoCoAtt dataset since
their annotations do not naturally translate to a dense single-subject-target annotations that
our model can be trained with.
Our method is evaluated on the following two tasks: 1. location prediction (spatial)
and 2. interval detection (temporal) of shared attention. For the localization task, we
first add up individual heatmaps of all people in the frame and aggregate them into a single
shared attention confidence map (examples in Fig. 4.10). Then, theL2 distance is computed
between the pixel position of the maximum and the center of the ground truth target. For
the interval detection task, we regard the frame as presenting a shared attention case if the
maximum pixel’s score is above certain threshold. Specifically, we choose a threshold of
1.8, because a single heatmap from our model can have a maximum value of 1 at the fixated
location and when another heatmap is added to the same location its value becomes 2. The
threshold value of 1.8 is chosen to make a room for slight misalignments between multiple
fixations.
As a result, our method achieves state-of-the-art results on both tasks, as shown in
Table 4.5. This outcome is surprising since the model by Fan et al. [138] was formulated
specifically to detect shared attention whereas ours was not. However, it must also be noted
that there exist differences in experimental setup such as the head detector and the training
data, thus it should not be regarded as a direct comparison between the two models. Here,
we intend to demonstrate the potential use of our model for recognizing higher-level social
gaze, and it is encouraging that we can achieve great performance without tweaking the
model for this specific problem.
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Table 4.5: Shared attention detection results on the VideoCoAtt dataset. The interval
detection task is evaluated with prediction accuracy and the localization task is measured
with L2.
Method Pred. Acc. (%) L2 Distance
Random 50.8 286
Fixed bias 52.4 122
GazeFollow [129] 58.7 102
Gaze+Saliency [171] 59.4 83
Gaze+Saliency [171]+LSTM 66.2 71
Fan [138] 71.4 62
Ours 83.3 57
4.5 Conclusion
We have presented a new deep architecture and a novel VideoAttentionTarget dataset for
the task of detecting the time-varying attention targets for each person in a video. Our
model is designed to allow the face to direct the learning of gaze-relevant scene regions,
and our new dataset makes it possible to learn the temporal evolution of these features. The
strong performance of our method on multiple benchmark datasets and a novel social gaze





This thesis investigated different computational ways of measuring human visual attention
during face-to-face interactions from video and how it can be used to identify socially
meaningful gaze behaviors such as eye contact and joint attention.
Specifically, three methods were presented. First, I presented methods for the detection
of looks to camera from an egocentric view of the social partner and its use for eye contact
detection. Second, I presented a 3D head tracking method and its application for measuring
attentional shifts. Third, I presented spatiotemporal deep neural network that learns time-
varying attention targets from video and its utility for social gaze behavior recognition tasks
in 3rd-person videos.
Through these works, I have demonstrated that it is possible to measure the moments
of eye contact at the human expert level, and it is feasible to detect gaze targets from a
diverse set of social interaction videos. Its significance comes from its ability to automati-
cally quantify behaviors from videos of face-to-face interactions, which greatly benefits the
scalability of the system, removing the burden of using wearable eye trackers. Experimen-
tal results have been extensively validated on a large-scale dataset of social interactions in
clinical assessment settings to demonstrate its usability for clinical and academic purposes.
While these results are promising, there remain a number of technical limitations which
need to be overcome in the future research efforts. First of all, there is a fundamental
relationship between image resolution and depth since the farther away the person is from
the camera, the lower the image quality will be around the face and the eyes, making
it harder to disambiguate his/her gaze direction. This could particularly be a challenge for
home deployment as people will be freely moving around and therefore the relative person-
camera distance may not be secured, along with the other potential issues caused by the
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limited field-of-view, occlusion, and camera motion. Advancements on portable camera
technology such as the development of wide-angle, high-resolution imager and long-life
batteries could greatly benefit our application in this aspect.
From the algorithmic point of view, there are two major challenges. First one is regard-
ing the stability of attention target prediction. Current attention model struggles with the
failures that arise from the difficulty of distinguishing the foreground from the background.
For example, when there is a salient picture in the background that coincides with the direc-
tion of sight of a forward-looking subject, the picture behind the subject can be classified
as the gaze target by mistake. Another challenging case is when the scene is cluttered with
a lot of objects, in which case the system makes confusion among many attention target
candidates. Along this line, it is generally observed that the human face is chosen as the
answer when there are many competing targets nearby, which is primarily due to the bias
in training dataset, which might not always be true. To address these problems we need
to develop machine learning solutions that can reason about scene layout and contextual
cues, and better handle data bias. Second challenge is related to the need for manual inter-
vention. Current major barrier for the system to being completely automatic is the fact that
manual interference is still required during the process of maintaining the track of one sub-
ject among all people in the video. Modern multi-target tracking or person re-identification
methods can help resolving some of the issues if the camera is static, but it still remains
a great challenge for the egocentric view because it is difficult to automatically associate
detections across far-apart frames in limited, fast transitioning, skewed viewpoint. A novel
automated approach needs to be established to effectively associate entities in dynamic
views to resolve this issue.
My thesis thus far has focused on the visual attention modality. However, human social
intelligence is a much more complex construct, involving various modalities which are not
only gaze, but also gestures, body pose, facial expression, speech, etc, and also how differ-
ent modalities are coordinated in time and space. Towards building general computational
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social intelligence, we have a lot of research questions to investigate such as; What are the
available datasets and methods that we can leverage to solve this problem? How can we
create a new public dataset specific in social dimension that can contribute to research com-
munity and drive innovations? What are the necessary sensors and setups that best capture
natural social interactions? What kind of computational models can we build to measure
multi-modal social behavior? To what extent can one modality help modeling other modal-
ities? What are the underlying variables that govern common aspects of behavior and how
can we discover them from data?
Outside the experimental settings mainly considered in the thesis, there are many other
exciting areas that could potentially benefit from the presented approaches, with broad
implications on different research topics and opportunities for new applications. Examples
include the automatic analysis of turn-taking and social roles in group interactions, skill
assessment in professional settings such as job interviews, and the development of social
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